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ABSTRACT 
 
Change management is a highly researched topic. With industry changing at record 
speed, it is inevitable that corporations will engage in a change management endeavor. As 
humans innately resist change at first exposure, corporations strive to acquire knowledge in 
adoption. It may not be enough to understand status quo proponents, but rather their underlying 
long-standing belief systems which may be affecting how they view change. What makes an 
employee resist corporate change? Most studies conclude that humans will resist innately. This 
research dives into the unique environment of the equine industry to uncover how long-standing 
belief systems contribute to adoption or resistance.   
 The motivation for this research began with a fascination with long-standing belief 
systems within the equine industry. The unique environment of the equine industry is steeped in 
centuries of tradition, and while housing long-standing belief systems that are time-tested and 
passed down from generation to generation, in most cases, without awareness. The industry is 
currently experiencing a phenomenon that has never taken place: a change is occurring that is 
positioning two equine factions, natural and traditional, against each other in opposing 
viewpoints. Some view this change as the start of a paradigm shift; others view it as a fad. The 
nature of natural horsemanship is now up for debate. 
The study was conducted by using qualitative data collection in a semi-structured format.  
Forty-one (41) equine leaders in natural and traditional hoof care and horsemanship were 
recorded in over 30 hours of data. The interview model included not only the industry leaders 
xi 
proposing or resisting change but also the professionals in the industry working in the field, 
experiencing the conflict first hand.   
The research presented revealed an interesting finding. Although 61 codes were 
identified, a specific area within the study revealed a “hybrid” group of codes amongst the 
traditional horsemen in hoof care and horsemanship. Leaders who are advocating for the status 
quo showed levels of natural adoption that was unexpected. The research pivoted to the areas of 
traditional resistors and traditional adopters.    
The main objective is to decipher why some members of the industry are adopting while 
others are resisting. As adoption is the main objective for change management, uncovering the 
reasons for resisting seemed to dictate the data more prevalently. From this research, it can be 
deduced that there is significant evidence to support the findings that people who resist change 
may have these characteristics or traits in their belief system: Strong traditional beliefs such as 
culture and history, honor-driven, strong religious ties, defensive by nature, communicate well, 
believe safe, minimal adaptation (innovation), and consider themselves to be trustworthy and 
responsible, are people-oriented and outgoing. According to this research, people with those 
traits and characteristics are more apt to resist change and may be a potential problem when 
instituting change in an organization. This research points towards the significant evidence to 
support the findings that people who resist change may have these characteristics or traits in their 
belief system: Frustration in industry or a sense of apathy, open-mindedness or flexibility, 
vulnerability, communicate well, family ties, controlling and shows hero tendencies. 
Not many other industries can report that it has remained unchanged over time, even in 
the face of industrial revolution, war, and domestication. However, in the past 20 years, the 
equine industry has been divided through a new belief system that is challenging these time-
xii 
tested traditions and beliefs regarding hoof care and horsemanship. The natural horse viewpoint 
has created an opposing faction to the traditional belief system that governed horse care and 
welfare since the dawn of time. The qualitative data that was gathered for this research allows for 
the synthesis of the proposed paradigm shift and opposing force analysis. Although not a true 
paradigm shift to date, these two factions, natural and traditional, are dividing the industry in 
two. Not a more perfect scenario could be present to study long-standing belief systems in 
relation to adoption and resistance to change. The Hybrid Adaptation Model was formed from 
the qualitative data provided by 41 industry experts through the grounded theory method. This 
model can be used to navigate through the change management process. This research revealed a 
theory that adaptation must occur prior to adoption and partial adoption may cause a “hybrid” 
sector. 
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CHAPTER ONE:  
THE EQUINE INDUSTRY: A COMPREHENSIVE ANALYSIS OF THE CURRENT 
LANDSCAPE 
Tagline 
Horses have been an integral part of industry and recreation for hundreds of years. This 
analysis will focus on the radical change in approach that is disrupting areas of the traditional 
industry. Why are some adopting and others resisting? 
Executive Summary 
Fifty million years ago, the equine is chronicled in the early days of Eohippus, the earliest 
known horse to man. In the 1400s, Cortez and Christopher Columbus transported the first 
domestic horses to the Americas. Ancient times supported the use of horses in times of war 
where the industry began utilizing the horse as a vehicle. Today, the equine industry is strongly 
steeped in traditions and cultural beliefs that prove consistent to the early rituals. However, 
within the last few decades, the equine industry started to see a radical new change to the age-old 
tradition of horsemanship. This new sub-culture is called natural horsemanship. This movement, 
as it was called in the beginning, challenged tradition and millions of years of beliefs. Why did 
some adopt and others not? The focus on this study is to define the industry, creating a solid 
picture of how the change began, why the change was necessary in the eyes of some, and what is 
the current state of the industry as it stands. In this research, the equine industry will serve as an 
industry model revealing beliefs and cultural frameworks that can serve as a blueprint for other 
industries who may be experiencing changes to an embedded culture way of doing business.  
With proposed change comes conflict. The human stress factor, conflict and personal 
dedication necessary to change decades of tradition is a daunting task. Long-standing belief 
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systems are usually embedded in tradition and society’s acceptance of the status quo. As humans, 
we initially will resist as change is difficult and takes effort with responsibility. The literature 
review will provide solid data supporting this industry adaptation, and how it has affected 
aspects of the industry. Data will also provide the existence of opposing forces: natural versus 
traditional and what that means for those on each side. While this offers innovative opportunities 
for some, it has provided deeper traction in regulatory bodies, traditional organizations, and 
professional treatment of the equine. The equine industry analysis will demonstrate a unique 
glimpse into an industry at the forefront of possible change, whereas for centuries none had 
occurred. 
Introduction 
It is commonplace for a business, large corporation, or global industry to see resistance to 
change when there is cultural stagnation or longevity. The actions involved become belief 
systems where the lines of what is culture or climate get blurred. The old adages, “if it isn’t 
broken, don’t fix it” or “we’ve always done it this way” are common responses to why people 
might resist cultural changes. Those are not adequate reasons. Without proper synthesis of why 
people resist change of embedded beliefs, strategic business decisions in either adoption or 
resistance to change might be executed blindly.  
Horses have always been an integral aspect of my life. It seemed only fitting to recognize 
this industry as a unique entity that provides a perfect business model for study. What other 
industry remains unchanged in most all aspects regardless of its purpose? The equine industry 
has been doing most industry activities the same way regardless of the decade. Passion and 
culture have been cultivated and passed on as strongly as an Olympic torch. We do things with 
and to the horse because that is just how it is done. No questions were asked. Then, roughly 
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twenty years ago, the industry started to slowly ask “why?” The entrance of natural 
horsemanship birthed a society of people who saw the horse differently. Even though many 
members of the traditional sides thought it would pass, it only grew year to year. An industry 
based on tradition and culture dating back to the early warriors was now being redefined. This 
was an exciting business phenomenon. I wanted to learn why some people adopted and why 
some are resisting.  
The Industry 
Horses exemplify many aspects of business. The industry is divided into areas of 
recreation, competition, racing, and spectator (AHC, 2018). Within this industry, there are areas 
of manufacturing, breeding, medical, agriculture, political, and federal.  
Horses were first brought to America by the early settlers. It was there that horses were 
introduced into North America. Originally used as an integral part of the agricultural landscape 
during the industrial revolution, they are currently being used primarily as recreation. Many 
horses in the United States are registered by breed for professional purposes such as racing or 
showing. However, most horses are not being registered, causing the total horse census to be a 
yearly estimate. In 2018, The American Horse Council Foundation reported that the United 
States houses an estimate of more than 7.2 million horses furnishing 1.6 million horse enthusiast 
households, as shown in Table 1 (AHC, 2018).  
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Table 1. Equine Census USA 
 
Horse DATA USA 2017 
Recreation 3,141,449 
Showing 1,227,986 
Racing 1,224,482 
Work Horses 537,261 
Amish, Institutionally Owned 156,430 
Other 959,227 
Total Horses USA 7,246,835 
 
Note. Adapted from the American Horse Council Foundation 2018 Report (AHC, 2018) 
 
The equine industry is responsible for $101.5 billion of the GDP. In a recent industry 
study conducted by the American Horse Council (2018), it was said that one in four participants 
in the industry believe that the horse industry is improving. This statement warrants a deeper 
dive into the beliefs around the term “improving” and “why.” It was also cited that the same 
number believe it is getting worse. The research concluded that 7.1 million people in the United 
States are involved in the equine industry as either owners, service providers, employees, or 
volunteers. 
Table 2. Equine Economic Impact 
 
2017 Economic 
Impact 
A.  
# of Direct Jobs 
Supported by 
sector 
B.  
Direct Value to 
the National 
Economy 
A & B.  
Drive Further 
Added Value to 
the Economy  
A&B.  
More Jobs from 
Indirect and 
Induced Effects 
Recreation Sector 162,000 $7.5 billion $10.5 billion 110,000 
Competition Sector 241,000 $11.8 billion $16.5 billion 175,000 
Racing Sector 241,000 $15.6 billion $21.0 billion 231,000 
Working Horse Sector 42,000 $1.9 billion $2.7 billion 28,000 
Totals 686,000 $36.8 billion $50.7 billion 544,000 
 
Note. Adapted from the American Horse Council Foundation 2018 Report (AHC, 2018) 
 
Annually, $38.8 billion is produced through the goods and served of the equine industry. 
The industry has a $102 billion economic value due to direct, indirect, and induced spending. 
5 
Table 2 is a reference to the indirect and added value of each equine sector. According to 
American Horse Council Foundation (2018) data, 45 states in America have over 20,000 horses 
residing there, with Texas (1,000,000), California (700,000), and Florida (50,000) having the 
highest resident numbers. The top ten states receiving the highest horse owner expenditures and 
racetrack revenue totaling $31,315,000 is illustrated in Figure 1.  
 
Figure 1. Top Ten States: Horse Owner Expenditures and Racetrack Revenue 
 
Note. Adapted from the American Horse Council Foundation 2018 Report (AHC, 2018) 
 
Research Findings 
A summary of research findings relating to the equine industry and its regulation are 
presented in Table 3. 
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Table 3. Findings Relating to the Equine Industry 
 
Source Finding 
American Horse Council Foundation. 
(2005) The Economic Impact of the 
Horse Industry on the United States 
• 9.2 million horses in the USA 
• $101.5 billion on America’s GDP 
• $39 billion: direct economic impact 
• 460,000 full-time equivalent jobs 
• 2 million people own horses 
• 4.6 million involved in the industry, does not include 
spectators 
• Top states: Texas, California, and Florida 
• Racing, showing, and recreation 
American Horse Council Foundation. 
(2018) The Economic Impact of the 
U.S. Horse Industry 
• 7.2 million horses in the USA 
• $50 billion to America’s GDP 
• $122 billion total contribution to U.S. economy 
• 988,394 jobs to direct employment impact 
• 38 million households hold a horse enthusiast (30.5%), 
includes spectators 
• Top states: Texas, California, and Florida 
• Recreation, competition, racing sectors 
• 1.37 million people volunteer their time for horse 
related activities 
Horse Protection Act of 1970. Title 
15 U.S.C. §§1821–1831 An act to 
prohibit the movement in interstate or 
foreign commerce of horses which 
are “sored”, and for other purposes 
• Equine soring is an act of cruelty that is used to gain a 
competitive advantage (irritants, blistering, stacks of 
shoes, chains) 
• Produces an exaggerated front throwing gait 
• Began in 1950 with gaited horse 
• Referred to the Big Lick 
• 4” heel height, 2” toe height, chains, bands, excessive 
nail use 
• Supported by AAEP, AVMA and Humane Society of 
U.S. 
AVMA. (2017) Model Veterinary 
Practice Act - July 2017. American 
Veterinary Medical Association. 
• Section 6 – Exemptions 
• #8. Any person lawfully engaged in the art or Farrier 
profession 
• Proposed exemption to farriers 
• Causing distress in the farrier industry 
 
 
Horse Owners 
Horse owners are a breed unto themselves. Research shows that out of all U.S. 
households, only 1.3% own horses. The data comparison below in Table 4 is a quick glance at 
the changes that are occurring in horse ownership. 
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Table 4. Horse Owners by Age 
 
Horse Owners by Age 2005  Horse Owners by Age 2017 
Under 18 No record  Under 18 12% 
18-29 16.3%  18-24 5% 
30-44 35.4%  25-34 22% 
45-59 41.0%  35-44 20% 
60+ 6.0%  45-59 23% 
Not reported 1.3%  60+ 18% 
  
Note. Adapted Data from American Horse Council Foundation Reports 2005, 2018 
 
It is no surprise that the 60+ range ten years later would reflect a 17% increase. My 
hypothesis is that the same people in 2005 moved into the higher age range still owning horses. 
Horses are also living longer. What was considered an old equine at 25 is now reaching into their 
30s for most horse owners. Like people, I believe we manage the health of the equine much 
better than in earlier years. The 45–59 age range took an 18% dip within the ten-year span. This 
may be an effect of the financial crisis, although no actual data was given by the American Horse 
Council Foundation as to why the numbers were decreased.  
What is surprising is the area of 18-24(29). With an 11.3% decrease, the age of young 
riders is diminishing. Qualitative data revealed some trends reflecting that the millennials are not 
engaging in equine activities as readily as the now mature horse owners. Growing up with 
televisions shows such as The Lone Ranger, and Mr. Ed, Horses were glorified. Considering that, 
and the now internet driven youth, I would hypothesize that dreaming of mucking stalls to gain 
time on a horse is not on the top of a millennial or teen’s list. It might also be a representation of 
the racing industry being mature. Owners who have grown up on the track, and being of multiple 
generations of racing heritage, are now in the 60+ age block and may be representing that spike.  
It is not clear why the census did not report on the under 18 owner’s blocks in 2005 as 
that was probably skewed due to parental ownership. It is much clearer and viable by breaking 
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out the details in the under 18 age range. Marketers would like to know that information as well 
as impactful trends for the next age bracket. 
Among horse owners, a substantial fraction also participates in the equine industry in 
other capacities. As shown in Table 5, the largest single segment in the market is horse training 
(20%). Natural horsemanship caters to the professional which may be impacting this number. 
Farm management and operator follow a close second (19%). The goods and services sector at a 
large 23% represents the conglomeration of Equine Assisted Therapy (EAT), boarding, and 
others. However, 16% participate in horse activities but do not own a horse, and 13.2% spectate 
at horse events but do not own or participate (AHC, 2018). This can skew the participation 
numbers for those who are non-owners but contribute to the overall values. 
Table 5. Equine Market Segments 
 
Participated in Horse-Related Activities by Owners % 
Breeding 14% 
Blacksmith/Farrier 5% 
Carriage Rides 1% 
Farm Manager/Operator 19% 
Goods/Retailer 4% 
Lessons/Instruction 17% 
Outfitter/Trail Guide 2% 
Horse Trainer 20% 
Veterinary 5% 
Other Goods and Services 23% 
 
Note. Adapted Data from American Horse Council Foundation Report 2018 (AHC, 2018) 
 
The equine industry is shifting in its attitude to horses and horse ownership. My 
qualitative data revealed in this research states that what is new was once old, and vice versa. 
There is no evidence that horses perceive us as “honorary horses” or that we can insert ourselves 
into their social organization (Goodwin, McGreevy, Waran, & McLean, 2009). The simple use 
of the round pen (circular training pen approximately 50 feet or more) has been a training tool 
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for decades. It allows for the horse to add flight to his repertoire of responses to humans 
(Goodwin et al., 2009). The flight response is usually stifled to a controlled conversation. 
Industry Regulation 
The industrial revolution changed the face of horsemanship. Horses that were once used 
for travel purposes, agriculture, and heavy labor were basically out of a job. While cars replaced 
horses, horses became a vehicle for competition. Along with racing, horses were used in the 
show ring. Competitive showing became a large business and quite competitive among many 
breeds. Traditional horses considered non-gaited horses and gaited horses flock to the show ring 
for their spectacular athleticism being the highlight of entertainment. The gaited-horse 
community includes the Tennessee Walking Horse, Standardbred, Paso Fino, Morgan horse, and 
many others. A gaited-horse is a horse that has a four-beat gait, rather than traditional three-beat 
gait. Gaited horses were expected to move effortlessly in gait while providing exaggerated leg 
movements. Gaiting is an innate ability, although many trainers believe that gaiting is learned or 
enhanced by humans.  
Along with occupational positional changes for the horse since the industrial revolution, 
equine regulations also changed. Early changes of 1970 included the Horse Protection Act 
(HPA). This act protected horses from “soring.” The industry began to recognize that horses 
needed protection from abuse. The illegal act of soring began in the 1950s. According to 
standard definitions by the act, soring is the practice of applying irritants or blistering agents to 
the front feet or forelegs of a horse, making it pick its feet up higher in an exaggerated manner 
that creates the movement of action desired in the show ring (Horse Protection Act of 1970). 
According to the HPA, soring is considered an act of animal cruelty that gives practitioners an 
unfair advantage over other competitors. However, it was hard to regulate the act through 
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inspectors at the Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS), which is part of the 
USDA. In 1976, there was an amendment to include non-USDA employees. The USDA uses 
thermographic screening and swabbing techniques to detect soring chemical agents.  
“Performance packages” refers to the elevated padded shoe up to four inches thick at the 
heel, and two inches at the toe, while utilizing up to 16–20 nails, and chains. This obscurely 
elevated foot, along with the use of two to eight-inch chains was proven to provide 
thermographic damage from an Auburn University study just after two days of this application. 
Dr. Ram C. Purohit (1980) submitted this study to the U.S. Department of Agriculture from 
research completed from September 1978 to December 1982. The soring is usually done by also 
grinding or carving out the horse’s foot to expose the sensitive tissue or lower the hoof height 
shorter than the sole. All these techniques were done in the guise of showing the horse. In 2012, 
the American Veterinary Medical Association (AVMA) along with the American Association of 
Equine Practitioners (AAEP) further supported the new amendment for further restrictions and 
regulations. Ironically, the Tennessee Walking Horse Association tried to overturn the 
regulations of banning these devices, but the lawsuit was fruitless. In 2013, one governing body 
was created called the Horse Industry Organization (HIO). This was created to protect movement 
of the act. Finally, in 2017, the USDA passed the law to ban the torture of soring and the 
performance package. The key with any change to legislation or regulation is the ability to 
enforce the change.  
Though legislation in the equine industry is slow moving, one hot topic that has been of 
interest to equine practitioners and horse owners is the “Unwanted Horse.” Horses are living 
longer, well into their late 20s and 30s. Many people are having trouble finding homes for their 
senior horses and many are being sent to slaughter. The last slaughterhouses closed in 2007. 
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Horse meat is now being shipped to Canada and Mexico with adverse welfare circumstances for 
the unwanted horses that end up there. Many horses are also being released into the wild or 
abandoned in remote areas. A survey of 27,000 respondents recorded that 95% perceived that 
there is an “unwanted horse” problem in the United States (Griffin, 2013). It may not be a 
reinstatement of the slaughterhouse ruling, but rather a retirement option as a market opportunity 
for those wishing to extend the life of their senior equine but do not have the means to keep 
them. Many Unwanted Horses are facing cruel and unusual punishments of being elderly and the 
economic downturn has not helped in allowing families to keep their equine ward into their 
silver years. This is a problem for horse owners, particularly amongst the natural sector, found in 
my qualitative research responses. Solving the senior equine issue, human euthanasia, over-
breeding, and the slaughter debate are plaguing the industry pushing legislature to make 
decisions which may or may not be in the best interest of the horse. 
Industry Outlook 
The equine industry has no doubt been affected by the financial crisis of 2008 when the 
housing bubble burst and rippled its effects throughout the United States and abroad. According 
to the data analysis below in Table 6, the competition (showing) portion of the equine industry 
was hit with the biggest loss from 2005 to today. Down 55%, the competition circuit took the 
hardest beating, as the cost to travel to the event, entry fees, registration, veterinarian 
requirements, and training was most likely tough to justify when the market crashed. I would 
hypothesize that only the most serious competitors waited out the economic downturn by 
continuing to participate. The second area to feel the effects of the downturn is recreation. Ten 
years later, down 19% from 2005, it appeared the horse owners were making hard choices as 
well. The most interesting aspect of this analysis was the racing industry. Between 2005 and 
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2016, racing has had a tremendous increase in participation. It was a banner year when American 
Pharaoh won the coveted Triple Crown in 2015, and just three years later, it was won again by 
Justify in 2018. The industry breathed a sigh of relief since the last winner prior to American 
Pharaoh was crowned in 1978. In the qualitative data collected, it was stated by a well-known 
thoroughbred trainer that even though breeding is registered and must be approved to protect the 
bloodlines, the industry was overbreeding in his opinion. Many trainers went on to state that a 
future industry goal is to breed more responsibly in smaller amounts and not breed in volume to 
get that one big winner. 
Table 6. Horse Data USA 
 
Horse DATA USA 2005 2017 Change % Change 
Recreation 3,906,923 3,141,449 -765,474 -.19 
Competition 2,718,954 1,227,986 -1,490,968 -.55 
Racing 844,531 1,224,482 +379,951 +.45 
Work, Amish, Other 1,752,439    1,652,918 -99,521 -.06 
Total Horses USA 9,222,847 7,246,835 1,976,012 -.21 
 
Note. Adapted Data from American Horse Council Reports 2005, 2018 
 
Growth and opportunity have replaced the recently dipping industry since the financial 
crash of 2008. As with many industries, the industry slowed during the recession. Even though 
the market suggests that the number of horses owned has declined since the economic downturn 
in 2008, American Horse Publications (Zoetis, 2015) states that in 2015, 70.1% of horse owners 
own the same amount of horses since the year prior, and 88.6% plan to own the same or more the 
following year. This outlook is deemed as positive for the equine industry.  
Areas of Competing Philosophies 
Despite its long history, the equine industry has several areas where significant 
differences in philosophy and assumptions about horses and their relationship to humans exist. 
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For this study, our focus is the hoof care and horsemanship areas. In hoof care, the dispute relates 
to the need for, and impact of, horseshoes. In the horsemanship area, the controversy is regarding 
traditional vs. natural approaches to training and using horses. In both cases, we find a long-
standing belief—i.e., the need for horseshoes, how horses must be trained and ridden—being 
challenged by approaches that can be radically different. For this reason, these are intriguing 
models that have the potential of increasing our understanding of change processes. We now turn 
to each of these areas individually. 
Hoof Care 
For hundreds of years, the hooves of domesticated horses were the purview of the farrier 
industry. As part of the changes being experienced by the equine industry, a barefoot movement 
has evolved that could reduce, or potentially eliminate, the role of traditional farriers. In addition, 
potential hoof care stakeholders include the veterinary industry. These interrelationships are now 
described, preceded by a brief summary of relevant literature. 
Existing Research Findings 
Research findings dealing specifically with hoof care and the alternative approaches to it 
is relatively limited. Some of the highlights are summarized in Table 7. 
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Table 7. Selected Research Related to Hoof Care 
 
Selected Research Related to Hoof Care 
Source Findings 
La Pierre, K. C. (2004) The chosen 
road, achieving high performance 
through applied equine podiatry. 
Dover, DE: Naked Greyhound Press. 
• Definition of applied equine podiatry 
• High-Performance Trim Method 
• Proprietary method to hoof trimming 
• Horse has the innate ability to heal itself given the 
proper environment 
• Structure + Function = Performance 
• Do no harm 
• Suspension Theory of Hoof Dynamics 
O’Grady, S.E., & Poupard, D.A. 
(2001) Physiological horseshoeing: 
An overview. Equine Veterinary 
Education, 13(6), 330-334.  
• Traditional hoof balance standards 
• Reflects the proper rules to farrier profession  
• Strict adherence to hoof angle, hoof pastern axis, and 
mediolateral balance 
• Refers to the Farriers sciences as an art form 
• Pro traditional farrier 
O’Grady, S. E. (2016) Various 
aspects of barefoot methodology 
relevant to farriers in equine 
veterinary practice. Equine 
Veterinary Education, 28(6), 321-
326. 
 
 
• Horseshoeing: This change in interface will invariably 
have consequences on foot function. 
• Less heel expansion than the barefoot hoof 
• Shod trim and barefoot trim are defined as different 
• Recognize the proponents of the pressure to be 
barefoot  
• Agreed palmar heels improved without shoe 
application 
Dyson, S.J., Tranquille, C.A., 
Collins, S.N., Parkin, T.D.H., & 
Murray, R.C. (2011) An investigation 
of the relationships between angles 
and shapes of the hoof capsule and 
the distal phalanx. Equine veterinary 
journal, 43(3), 295-301. 
 
• Traditional hoof care practices 
• Previous belief that poor foot confirmation is 
associated with increased risk of foot-related lameness 
• Limited scientific evidence about distal phalanx 
orientation and gross confirmation of the foot 
• Previous traditional studies used unloaded feet (X 
Rays) which showed concavity differences to 
(Photographs) of the barefoot  
• This study recorded no change shod to barefoot 
Thirkell, J., & Hyland, R. (2017) A 
preliminary review of equine hoof 
management and the client–farrier 
relationship in the United Kingdom. 
Journal of Equine Veterinary 
Science, 59, 88-94. 
• 387 responses from online survey, shod horses only 
• 98 responded were omitted due to being barefoot 
• Client Farrier relationship study 
• Rise of hoof abnormalities suggesting rise owner 
awareness 
• 98% recorded they would recommend their farrier  
• 41% said they did not trust their farrier completely 
 
The Farrier Industry 
History of the horseshoe began as early as 430–354 BC in ancient Greece. Although a 
metal shoe was not used, the inspection and care of the hooves became known through the Greek 
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General Xenophon, specializing in cavalry training and war horses. The first metal shoe attached 
to the horse’s hoof was used by the Roman’s and called a hippo sandal. This oval metal plate 
was used throughout Europe, but it was not affixed by nailing. The first nail-on shoe was used by 
the Celts prior to the Romans by 450 BC. The Celts were ironworkers with advanced skills in 
metal work or blacksmithing. During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the work of Caesar 
Fiaschi gained much acclaim due to the extensive treatise of the horse’s shoe. Towards the end 
of the sixteenth century, Carlo Ruini, a senator of Bologna, published an extensive work of the 
anatomy and diseases, drawing attention to the evils of paring the sole, opening the heels, and 
shoeing with high calks. He advised that the shoe allows the heels to contact the ground by 
thinning the shoe in the caudal (rear) region of the foot. This is an important finding to the farrier 
industry. This was also confirmed by Frenchman Jacques Labessie de Solleysel with his 
publication in 1664 of Le Parfait Marechal (Hickman & Humphrey, 1988). 
During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, veterinarian schools were established, 
creating an enlightenment era of knowledge in relation to the horse’s hoof. This was an era of 
experimentation, which led to the harmful mistreatment of the horse. In France, the view of 
Étienne-Guillaume Lafosse was a major contributor to the farrier sciences. It was the first time 
that the horse’s hoof was compared to its wear pattern, including the defining of the hoof 
structures by function.  
“There is no use in mincing matters, for the more one knows about shoeing, the more he 
knows that the common mode of doing the work is so frequently destructive, that we 
seldom meet with a horse whose feet have not in some degree lost their natural form, and 
this deviation from their original shape is generally proportioned to the length of time he 
has worn shoes.”  Professor William Russel, late 1800’s, Scientific Horse Shoeing 
Horseshoes have changed over the years, but the purpose has always been the same, to 
protect the horse’s hoof on rough terrain and domesticated forces. Horseshoes provided a barrier 
from weak structures to the ground. In domestication, it was not uncommon for horses to be 
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housed in smaller environments with little to no turnout. The domestication of the horse and 
man’s desire for excessive performance such as racing, steeplechasing, and triple crown winners 
has exceeded the usability of the horse’s hoof. The racing industry requires the use of a shoe to 
participate. The overriding belief that shoes are necessary in environments that are harsh on the 
foot causing the hoof to wear causing lameness or soreness, causing the horse to be un-
rideable/unusable. 
The T-Square method in the farrier trade had been around for centuries. The T-Square 
method was exactly that, a draftsmen’s tool that simulated the flat balance of the horse’s hoof. 
The T-square method used by veterinarians and farriers today has not changed in over 300 years. 
The bone alignment of the coffin bone (point of articulation) is balanced along the limb and 
shoulder angle. This method required the farrier to balance the foot while standing under the 
horse, supporting the foot with your lap, then coming out from under the horse, and measure the 
shoulder. Alternative trimming methods argue that this also required the horse to be standing 
with his head perfectly forward and still. Consequently, the shoulder of the horse was not 
connected by bone, but rather muscle. The suspension of the shoulder to the limb caused an area 
of conflict for measurement. Also argued was what was being used in the hind limb when there 
was no shoulder to gauge. Most farriers try to achieve a 48–54-degree angle to the dorsal wall 
(front) of the hoof and the ground surface. When this was not achieved due to repetitive years of 
shoeing, the farrier will provide a wedge or prosthesis to build up the forward, underrun heels to 
achieve the angle. The farriers stand firm in their science, holding tight to the reins that have 
guided farriers for centuries.  
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Farrier Regulatory Bodies 
Due to alternative thinking that has spurred on, the farrier science began to develop 
regulatory bodies that oversee the learning, standards, and protocol of farriers, especially in the 
United Kingdom and Europe. People in congress and parliament began taking notice of the 
farrier craft and its importance to the government and tradition.  
In the United States, it is not required for a farrier to attain a degree of any sort to practice 
the farrier trade. Most farrier schools are set up to teach very little anatomy other than the basic 
hoof and bone structures. Basic foot function of expansion and contraction is covered, along with 
gross anatomy of the central nervous system of the equine foot. The standard farrier school is a 
two-week course that provides a foundation for a part-time practice in the industry. Most of the 
concentration is on corrective shoeing and forging skills. The farriers become masters in their 
craft, many engaging in competitions for forging excellence. They do recommend each student 
complete the eight-week training course if they wish to pursue a full-time practice as a 
professional farrier. Qualitative data collected in this research from a well-known farrier school 
in the United States discusses the new issue that newer horseman may not be there for the love of 
the horse, but rather the attraction of shaping metals. It is extremely evident that this school and 
many others are extremely passionate about their craft, take great pride in their work, and rarely 
consider a day at the forge work.  
There are three farrier organizations in the United States that certify farriers. These are 
the American Association of Professional Farriers (AAPF), the American Farriers Association 
(AFA), and Brotherhood of Working Farriers (BWFA). These organizations help to represent the 
farrier industry through continued education and association with the veterinarian community 
and professional horse industries. They each provide an exam for “certification” that allowed for 
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membership. There has been much debate regarding “certification” and “registration” within the 
farrier industry. Today, the debate lingers as to whether certification and registration would help 
or hurt the industry. Many experts in the industry were quoted saying that registration is not 
enforceable and will prohibit their work. Others feel it will strengthen the industry to mimic the 
schools in Europe and the United Kingdom. Although the farriers provide a trimming service, 
their primary purpose is to prepare the horse’s hoof for the application of a horseshoe.  
The definition of a farrier according to Google: a craftsman who trims and shoes horse’s 
hooves.  
The definition of a farrier according to Merriam-Webster: A person who shoes horses.  
The definition of a farrier according to Wikipedia: A farrier is a specialist in equine hoof 
care, including trimming and balancing of horses’ hooves and the placing of shoes on 
their hooves, if necessary. A farrier combines some blacksmith’s skills (fabricating, 
adapting, and adjusting metal shoes) with some veterinarian’s skills (knowledge of 
anatomy and physiology of the lower limb) to care for horses’ feet. 
The definition of a farrier according to Farrier’s Registration Council, UK: A farrier as 
defined by the Farriers (Registration) Act of 1975 as any work in connection with the 
preparation or treatment of the foot of a horse for the immediate reception of a shoe 
thereon, the fitting by nailing or otherwise of a shoe to the foot or the finishing off of 
such work to the foot. 
Outside the United States, the regulatory boards are more organized. The governing 
bodies of the United Kingdom which represent the farrier industry include the Farrier 
Registration Council (FRC) and the Worshipful Company of Farriers (WCF). Several 
universities provide training and apprenticeships that are considered one-year programs for the 
pre-farrier student. Higher examinations are expressed as an Advanced Apprenticeship (AA) 
which is a four-year program followed by the Diploma of the Worshipful Company of Farriers 
(Dip WCF), which is an exam and paper. The Associate of Worshipful Company of Farriers 
(AWCF) is an additional two-year program after becoming a Dip WCF, followed by the Fellow 
of the Worshipful Company of Farriers (FWCF) which can only be achieved after a 12-month 
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period following the completion of the AWCF. It is a highly regulated industry with registered 
farriers currently listed in the United Kingdom. Much pride and history are witnessed throughout 
the farrier industry in the United Kingdom.  
National Vocational Qualifications (NVQ) 
The queen’s farriers are the choice selections for equine podiatry needs in the United 
Kingdom. The recent introduction of the barefoot natural movement has stirred the pot and 
awoken a previously sleeping group. No one has ever challenged the farrier laws or definitions. 
Currently, the United Kingdom’s government on the farrier profession is questioning whether 
non-registered people should be allowed to trim their horse’s feet. This is where the conflict 
resides and is an ongoing debate. With associations and regulations being the cornerstone of 
organizations in the United Kingdom, occupational standards were enforced. 
The occupational standards in the United Kingdom are driven by a proposed set of 
qualifications or achievements by completing a mandatory level of education. This education 
level was transmitted to the eligibility of the occupation or career for a person in the United 
Kingdom. The five levels of NVQ (1–5) were “intro,” “trade,” “technical/craft and supervision,” 
“incorporate equivalent,” and “chartered equivalent.”  The NVQ creates a standard of education 
that will encourage people to achieve higher levels of learning. The farrier trade in the UK holds 
a level 2 NVQ. It had become apparent that the Farrier Industry in the UK and its governing 
body would like to further clarify the shoeless industry by approving them to an NVQ rating.  
DEFRA and LANTRA are two organizations that work together to propose the NVQ 
requirements for the podiatry perspective. Cities and Guild is another organization that is 
representing the NVQ requirements much like Dunn & Bradstreet would represent businesses in 
the United States. The approval is costly for outside organization but is worthwhile for the NVQ 
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rating. These organizations require a percentage payment of tuition per student that graduated 
from an approved organization. The culture in the United Kingdom is such that it relied on the 
NVQ to solidify the authenticity and reliability of the service level of the product being sold or 
performed. Currently, the non-farrier members in the United Kingdom are striving to become 
recognized as legal to work on horse’s feet. The loopholes in the laws allow them to perform acts 
of trimming because natural trimmers and podiatrists do not prepare the hoof for a shoe. With 
culture and history being at the forefront of the traditions, it is easy to understand both 
viewpoints. The farrier profession is a well-respected and well-defined career in the United 
Kingdom. Should non-farrier members be allowed to perform the same tasks without the same 
dedication to education as outlined? This is the debate that is currently being discussed. 
Farrier Exemption Changes 
Previously, in the United States, the farriers are being protected by the American 
Veterinary Medical Association’s (AVMA) Model Veterinary Practice Act. This act protects the 
farriers by being exempt from those who are not allowed to practice veterinarian medicine. The 
farrier is included as an “exemption” of the act, which states that the Act shall not be construed 
to prohibit any person lawfully engaged in the art or farrier profession. However, in 2018, the 
AVMA is proposing to remove the farrier exemption. This is causing many organizations such as 
the American Association of Equine Practitioner (AAEP) to show their concern for this mistake, 
in their opinion. The use of titles, words, or abbreviations is currently used in the farrier industry 
to delineate the superior knowledge or background of a farrier. A farrier’s job in most cases is 
providing an expert service to horse owners regarding their horse’s feet. This protocol includes 
recommending rehabilitation avenues, advice and treating horses in their care. The exemption 
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will allow this protocol to continue. Removal of the farriers from this act may put the role of the 
farrier in jeopardy within each state.  
The American Veterinary Medical Association has recently rescinded their decision on 
this proposal (Lessiter, 2018). The proposed change would have more than likely caused future 
regulations and governing bodies to be created that represent the farrier industry more directly if 
they indeed were removed from the veterinary practice act. Much debate had been circling 
around in the farrier industry. A recent attendance of the International Hoof Care Summit 
highlighted the issue and is available for discussion on the American Farrier’s board and through 
the Farrier’s Journal blog. The farriers were not clear how this removal will affect them going 
forward. In their minds, many were discussing that this is the next step towards regulation and 
private governing bodies that will encompass the industry in the United States once and for all. 
The farriers seem to have dodged the bullet on regulation and legislation at this time. Pressure 
from their side may have attributed to the rescinded decision. But clearly, the industry is divided 
and some powers to be believed that the farrier’s job is changing. 
The Barefoot Movement 
Over the past three decades, a group of participants within the equine industry 
experienced a shift in thinking about the horse. Many were not happy with the existing farrier 
science and felt that it did not serve them well or their horse. Qualitative data collected revealed 
a common thread of people believing that they should remove their horse’s shoes if their 
discipline did not need it. Many considered giving their horse’s time off, and some searched for 
alternatives to applying shoes.  
The barefoot movement is a product of the emergence of a new era for horses. A new 
natural horsemanship trend has created a niche market for the introduction of a DIY mindset for 
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bare hoof trimming. What has happened is a change of attitude of accepting the status quo for 
hoof care amongst horse owners and trainers. The original thought was that if a horse was ridden, 
it needed a shoe to protect its hoof from wearing down beyond what would allow the horse to be 
rideable without inflicting pain. The barefoot movement or “shoeless” mindset is a belief that 
shoes are harmful to the hoof and people who were inspired by the natural movement in 
horsemanship questioned whether shoes followed suit. The barefoot movement opened a market 
segment where “iron free” and “shoeless not clueless” were market slogans used to show their 
rebellion to the status quo of shoeing. 
The natural horsemanship concept alters the paradigm of horse care to moves toward a 
more natural or holistic response. The hoof care industry follows suit with several theories 
surfacing that mimics the wild horse and its hoof. The wild horse model and barefoot movement 
are about anti-shoeing. Horse hoof shapes were copied from the Bureau of Land Management 
(BLM) and trimming concepts were provided by several barefoot trimmers such as Jaime 
Jackson, and Dr. Ingrid Strasser, a veterinarian from Germany. The barefoot movement 
capitalizes on the romantic theory that horses move 20 miles a day, toughening up their feet on 
rough terrain. The Institute of Applied Equine Podiatry, founded by a registered journeyman 
farrier KC La Pierre, discarded the wild hoof model theory at the start by using the formula, 
Force = Mass x Acceleration. Through the science of Applied Equine Podiatry, their Industry 
leader’s response is that wild horses do not carry rider weight, nor were required to perform 
repetitive movements for extended periods of time. Most wild horses are not in the United States, 
particularly not on the BLM. Most of those horses are either turned out from domesticity or are 
from the mustang bloodline. Particularly noted is that most horses in the “wild” do not have 
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many predators; therefore, the movement of most herds is small and unnecessary. Many do not 
travel more than a mile a day. 
The argument is further fueled by the lack of regulation and certification in the United 
States. It is apparent that the barefoot movement is growing as more schools such as the Institute 
of Applied Equine Podiatry defend the function of the horse’s foot. They are considered the 
middle of the industry, neither natural nor traditional, but rather independent. Their claim is to 
educate about a healthy hoof, and shoeing is not the issue. Get a healthy hoof first, then decide if 
your discipline requires a shoe. But never shoe to an unhealthy hoof to create structure. Shoe to a 
healthy hoof, and shoe for a discipline knowing the shoe will impede the foot growth to some 
extent (La Pierre, 2004). 
The essence of Applied Equine Podiatry is the conscientious study of the equine foot, 
always striving to expose it to proper environmental stimuli, making every effort to 
promote proper structure and function, as we progress in achieving high performance. It 
is accepting the fact that the horse has the innate ability to heal itself and that 
domestication has caused imbalance and broken the golden rule of “Do No Harm.”  KC 
La Pierre, Institute of Applied Equine Podiatry, 2002. 
Horsemanship 
Riding horses means something different to everyone. My qualitative research revealed 
that the relationship of the horse is extremely important regardless of what faction you belong to: 
natural or traditional. It was also learned that many factions although tried and true to the desired 
faction, showed areas of grey that overlapped into the other. For example, a traditional 
professional Olympic jumping hopeful was recorded stating that natural training is used to 
improve the horse–human relationship. It was difficult to see any strict line in the sand. 
Existing Research Findings 
Findings related to natural horsemanship and its relationship to traditional horsemanship 
are summarized in Table 8. 
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Table 8. Research Related to Natural Horsemanship and Its Relationship to Traditional 
Horsemanship 
 
Research Related to Natural Horsemanship and Its Relationship to Traditional Horsemanship 
Source Findings 
Birke, L. (2007) “Learning to speak 
horse”: The culture of “natural 
horsemanship.” Society & Animals, 
15(3), 217-239. 
• Examines the popularity of Natural Horsemanship 
• Mixed results from practitioners 
• Natural horsemanship: Radical change 
• Significant Shift in the horse industry 
• Considerable fragmentation in Natural training world 
• Respect and kindness to horses: important attribute of 
NH 
• Improvement in horse/human relationship 
Dorey, N. R., Conover, A. M., & 
Udell, M. R. (2014) Interspecific 
communication from people to 
horses (Equus ferus caballus) is 
influenced by different horsemanship 
training styles. Journal of 
Comparative Psychology, 128(4), 
337-342. 
 
• Natural vs. traditional training (20 horses) 
• Point and follow task 
• Natural uses no tools other than arms, hands, legs, feet, 
and facial expressions 
• Both groups improved in ten trials, however, natural 
horsemanship (Parelli) trained horses learned faster 
• Human gesture might better provide success on socio-
cognitive tasks 
• Two-stage hypothesis suggests that genetic 
domestication is not required for responsiveness to 
human actions in many animals 
Edgell, J., & Rivard, R. (2003) With 
a whisper: A chronicle of natural 
horsemanship. Journal of 
Agricultural & Food Information, 
5(3), 95-102. 
• A personal account of the change to Natural 
Horsemanship from traditional training 
• Challenges of horse reactions to training 
• Fear and frustration, tempers flared 
• Natural Horsemanship through Parelli trainers 
• Positive results through horse/human relationship 
• Revealed multiple natural training options as well 
Goodwin, D., McGreevy, P., Waran, 
N., & McLean, A. (2009) Review: 
How equitation science can elucidate 
and refine horsemanship techniques. 
The Veterinary Journal, 181(1), 5-11. 
• Argues that natural techniques date back to the Greeks 
and Romans 
• No evidence that horses perceive us as honorary herd 
members 
• Sharing of knowledge among practitioners increases 
success 
• Proposes equitation science: study, measure, and 
interpret interactions between horse and rider during 
equitation 
• Welfare debate of unnatural performance 
Fureix, C., Pagès, M., Bon, R., 
Lassalle, J., Kuntz, P., & Gonzalez, 
G. (2009) A preliminary study of the 
effects of handling type on horses’ 
emotional reactivity and the human–
horse relationship. Behavioural 
processes, 82(2), 202-210. 
 
• Traditional vs. natural horsemanship training (12 
horses) 
• ER: Emotional Reactivity 
• HHR: Human–Horse Relationship  
• Natural horsemanship training could be more efficient 
than traditional training methods 
• No significant difference in ER 
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• Small sample, future research necessary 
Rozempolska-Rucińska, I., Trojan, 
M., Kosik, E., Próchniak, T., & 
Górecka-Bruzda, A. (2013) How 
“natural” training methods can affect 
equine mental state? A critical 
approach – a review. Animal Science 
Papers and Reports, 31(3), 185-194. 
 
• A review of papers supporting natural horsemanship 
• Answers questions:  
How natural training methods can affect equine 
mental state? 
Are naturally trained horses experiencing solely 
positive emotions? 
• Any method of training which allows horses time to 
access 
• Prompt response to horse behavior is crucial in any 
method 
• Removal of adverse stimulus that invokes fear 
• No scientific reasons to claim that natural training 
evokes only positive emotions, strengthens the 
horse/human relationship, or establish relationships 
based on human trust  
Visser, E. K., VanDierendonck, M., 
Ellis, A. D., Rijksen, C., & Van 
Reenen, C. G. (2009) A comparison 
of sympathetic and conventional 
training methods on responses to 
initial horse training. The Veterinary 
Journal, 181(1), 48-52. 
 
• Study of natural vs. traditional training on 28 
warmblood horses during a 5-week time-period 
• ST: Sympathetic (natural training methods) 
• CT: Conventional (Traditional Training methods) 
• CT: Showed more fear, stress-related behavior, lip 
movements, teeth grinding 
• Both horses reach same technical level 
• Seemed to reduce stress on a young horse in training 
Visser, K., VanWijk, E., Kortstee, 
H., & Verstegen, J.(2011). Passion 
for horses: Improving horse welfare 
communication through identifying 
information search patterns, 
knowledge levels, beliefs, and daily 
practices of horse enthusiasts. 
Journal of Veterinary Behavior: 
Clinical Applications and Research, 
6(5), 297. 
 
• “Old” horse enthusiasts tend to be less receptive to 
new beliefs vs. “new” horse enthusiasts who fail to 
hold correct beliefs, knowledge and daily practice to 
ensure welfare of the horse 
• Rural dwelling horse enthusiasts and breeders lack 
basic knowledge of equine welfare 
• Natural horsemanship enthusiasts least organized 
group 
• 4267 respondents: 85% women, 64% believe welfare 
problems exist in the equine industry, 55% believe 
welfare minimum requirements should be set by 
government, and 77% believe the industry should take 
that responsibility 
Visser, E. K., Van Wilk-Jansen, 
E.E.C. (2012). Diversity in horse 
enthusiasts with respect to horse 
welfare: An Explorative Study. 
Journal of Veterinary Behavior: 
Clinical Applications and Research, 
7(5), 295-304. 
• Equine Belief Systems 
• Equine enthusiast: knowledge and daily practice, 
emotional involvement, information outlets 
• 51% individual housing,  
• Persistent belief that horses can copy stereotypical 
(abnormal) behavior from one another 
• No scientific study to support stereotypical copying of 
horses  
• Lack of industry definition of traditional and modern 
horse enthusiasts 
Parelli, P. (2003). Natural 
Horse•Man•Ship: Six keys of a 
• Natural Horse•Man•Ship 
• Improve Horse–Human Relationship 
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natural horse-human relationship. 
Colorado Springs, CO: Western 
Horseman.  
• Introduction of Seven games 
Parelli, P. (2006). Discovering 
natural horsemanship: A beginner’s 
odyssey. Guilford, CT: Lyons Press. 
 
• Natural Horsemanship 
• Love, language, and leadership 
• Trust and partnership 
• Savvy horsemanship 
• Leadership 
 
 
The nature of natural is now up for debate. One study suggests that natural horsemanship 
exercises improve the horse–human relationship (Fureix et al., 2009), while another suggests that 
there is no scientific evidence that natural horsemanship evokes only positive emotions in horses, 
strengthens the horse/human relationship, or establish interactions based on trust in the human 
(Rozempolska-Rucińska et al., 2013). Criticism is from both sides, thus forming a conflict state 
of the industry. Although surprisingly, during the qualitative data collection process, one highly 
ranked individual in the Thoroughbred Racing Industry was not aware of any such discipline 
such as “natural horsemanship.”   
Traditional Horsemanship 
Prior to the 1980s, horsemanship was traditional or just called horsemanship. People 
shared the common belief of utilizing their horses for sport and recreation. Riding was 
competitive and breed registries were high. Most children, including myself, grew up reading 
books like National Velvet or The Black Stallion, dreaming of the days when they could own a 
horse. Rodeo, barrel racing, jumping and equitation showing were among the common past times 
shared throughout the United States. It was common to believe horses needed saddles, bridles 
with metal bits, and metal horseshoes to survive in domestication. Horse owners hired a farrier 
every eight weeks to replace shoes to their horses’ feet. The industry grew strong through breed 
registries and racing associations. The Kentucky Derby remains one of the choice crowns that 
until recently had not been won in over 30 years. The romantic notion of the winning underdog 
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was where Secretariat wins by unfathomable 27 lengths. During the great depression, racing was 
a favorite pastime and held great respect among horse enthusiasts and non-horse enthusiasts 
alike. It is said to be the sport of kings. Horses went from pulling carriages to pulling in the 
winnings in no time. The evolution of the horse’s role in society changed to a recreational entity. 
The nation invested heavily in the racing industry, allowing for the rise of the Thoroughbred. 
Their racing career is usually not as long as the elite races are limited to age 3; yet some older 
horses have raced at the age of 13. The recreational horse has provided much impact on the 
industry.  
In the process of research, traditional horsemanship is defined as the type of riding, along 
with the customs, practices, beliefs, and understandings that are acceptable in the aspect of 
riding, care, and training of a horse. That definition is rooted in the history of the American 
cowboy or the classical riding and training such as dressage. Most people would define 
traditional riding as the use of bits and saddles that reflect the unchanged viewpoint of horse 
management. Others define traditional horsemanship as making the horse do what you want 
through force or extreme training practices. Still, others just define horsemanship as just the way 
it is. Horsemanship has remained virtually unchanged in riding techniques.  
For example, it is known that riders mount a horse ALWAYS from the left. Why is that? 
It was originally proposed as riders in the war carried a sword. So why do we continue to mount 
from the left when a sword is no longer necessary. It is just something we continue to do without 
question or a good reason. Traditional horsemanship, in my definition, is the absence of natural 
horsemanship which came about in the ’80s as a force in the industry. Phrases like “breaking a 
horse” are commonplace when bringing a horse to the saddle for the first time. Horsemanship 
was developed early in history. Cave horses were drawn on walls as early as 15,000 BC. The 
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horse has always been a strong entity for humans in areas of survival and recreation. With 308 
equine-related association active in the U.S. today, the industry has the largest segments of the 
traditional horsemanship is included in the breeds: Quarter Horse, Thoroughbred, and 
Standardbred.  
Natural Horsemanship 
Over the past twenty years, a change in horsemanship has been introduced to the 
industry. This is called natural horsemanship or a new way of looking at the horse not as a 
vehicle for a discipline, but as a partner. The “cowboy way” was discarded for a more guided 
approach to riding through the eyes of a predator/prey viewpoint. The training simulated the 
natural horse instincts and communication related to horse communication and herd tendencies. 
Natural horsemanship became popular in the late ’80s by horse trainer Pat Parelli. Pat and Linda 
Parelli have rewritten the horsemanship rules of “breaking a horse” to “playing with a horse.”  
Natural horsemanship has been introduced as an alternative DIY training technique, which 
empowers the rider and horse. Horses are introduced to the seven games (friendly game, 
porcupine game, driving game, yo-yo game, circling game, and squeeze game). Parelli natural 
horsemanship was about Love, Language, and Leadership of the horse. The theory behind Parelli 
natural horsemanship was that like people, horses were either right brained or left brained, 
extroverted or introverted. The behaviors of each horse are defined by their actions. The 
autonomous delivery of this experience allowed the average horse owner to train and ride their 
horse better than most professionals. The partnership was empowering. Most riders strive for the 
“at liberty” stage of training when all bridles and saddles were removed, and the success of 
riding or playing was dependent on the strong partnership. This was inherently different than the 
adage of “breaking a horse” to ride under saddle. Natural horsemanship is to communicate with 
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horses to complete a task by using your body is a better way guide a horse’s behavior from the 
ground than traditional horse training methods (Dorey et al., 2014). In Dorey’s (2014) recent 
testing, 90% of the Parelli-trained horses reliably followed the experimenter’s point compared 
with the 40% of the traditionally trained horses. There is reliable evidence to support the 
argument that natural horsemanship is an effective transition to traditional training.  
It may be reasonable to think about equitation science as introduced in a recent study on 
refining horsemanship techniques (Goodwin et al., 2009). Researchers state that equitation 
science argues that successful and humane training relies on the horse trainer understanding the 
application of learning theory horse ethology, physiology, and biomechanics, as well as 
recognizing the goals and limitations of the training approach being used (Goodwin et al., 2009). 
Humane horsemanship may just be the bridge between traditional and natural. It is said that the 
pendulum swings one way heavily before returning more to center. 
The confusion that was discovered in my qualitative research on natural horsemanship is 
that many now define it as their discipline. When asked what they do with horses, they say 
“natural horsemanship” just as if they are describing barrel racing or dressage. Natural 
horsemanship as I understand it from the Parelli’s is that it is a method of training that builds a 
partnership, but it was never meant to replace traditional riding. It is meant to enhance it through 
a foundation that extends into the traditional discipline. By training more through leadership and 
love, the result is supposed to be much stronger and more equal. It’s the horse’s decision to 
partner with the rider as if the task at hand or sport is their choice. Natural horsemanship is now 
an entity all to itself. New relationships with your horse exist solely on the ground. It has become 
its own discipline of sorts.  
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Horse–Human Relationship 
The horse–human relationship has always been the goal of most horse enthusiasts. 
Building and improving the communication between the two is what horsemanship is built upon, 
both traditional and natural. Forced approaches by humans could be too stressful, inhibiting the 
positive effect (Fureix et al., 2009). Research detected the anxiety levels of horses were 
increased when handling was not performed, or the horse was in isolation. What is being defined 
as sympathetic training methods or methods that mimic natural herd dynamics was found to be 
helpful in reducing the stress of early training practices (Visser et al., 2009). Their results 
discussed that technical performance was not compromised. What I took from this was that if the 
result was achieved with less stress during the early training, then wouldn’t that be a win-win 
situation for the horse? 
Niche Businesses  
The natural horsemanship trend had created a niche market for businesses. The natural 
horsemanship concept altered the paradigm of horse care to move toward “natural.” The hoof 
care industry followed suit by several theories surfacing that mimicked the wild horse and its 
hoof. With the age of the internet expanding at lightning speed, the opportunities for niche 
markets is exploding. The barefoot movement is now turning towards not being “solely shoeless” 
but rather a hybrid shoe that is neither nailed nor permanently affixed to the foot. Many new 
designs are hitting the market to include sport booting, and flexible shoes that affix to the horse’s 
hoof wall via Velcro. Natural horsemanship has also spurred on, if for a lack of a better word, an 
industry fueled by new natural trainers who use catchy titles such as horse behaviorists, or horse 
psychologists. When it comes right down to it, the new belief of “natural” has provided a quick 
and steady avenue into the horsemanship and hoof care markets worldwide via the niche market 
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portal. Products are being distributed internationally through niche avenue groups via social 
media and websites. It appears that possibly the pendulum is swinging back down towards center 
where saying no to shoes and saying no to bridles, bits, and spurs may have been too quick. I do 
believe the traditional market is changing. Will the demand for the new alternatives to traditional 
be comfortable enough for the traditionalists to finally adopt or continue to resist? Will a 
reinvention of natural to accommodate the traditionalists be enough? Further research is 
required.  
Discussion 
The analysis of both hoof care and horsemanship finds a similar dichotomy between 
traditional and “natural” belief systems. This can be illustrated using SWOT analysis. 
Traditional Belief Systems: Hoof care and Horsemanship 
Through further analysis of the industry, Figure 2 is an illustration of the strengths, 
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats of the traditional belief systems. For this study, the results 
reflect the overriding entities that exist for traditional horsemanship and hoof care.  
 
Figure 2. SWOT Analysis of Traditional Horsemanship and Hoof Care 
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There is a strong correlation in the longevity of traditions and culture holding the 
strongest characteristic for the traditional beliefs. Qualitative data collected exposed beliefs that 
reflect the protocol that is performed because it works, tried and true. “It’s been that way for 
hundreds of years” is a common response recorded in the interview process. Universally, the art 
and science of horsemanship has been taught and passed down through the generations.  
Recreation, competition, and racing are most alike globally and reflect a strength in the industry.  
Weaknesses for the traditional side of the industry is the cost prohibitive nature of 
traditional belief systems. Costs to shoe horses, excessive tack, trainers and the like cost more for 
the traditional riders than natural enthusiasts. Having a trainer that you send your horse to for an 
extended period is commonplace. Most people do not train their young horse themselves, and 
belief shoes are necessary at a young age. This equates to a lower responsibility for the horse 
owner as much of the science of things is done by a professional. The traditional side to hoof 
care and horsemanship is not a DIY sector. 
Opportunities that exist within the traditional side of the industry include easy entry and 
past performance. It is relatively easy to enter the industry as a horse owner and hire the 
professionals you need to keep your horse safe. Past performance of hundreds of years proves to 
most horse owners that this is how things are done. There is a sense of relief in knowing how to 
specifically do something, and the results are much faster. There is a timetable that is innately 
followed.  
The industry has many threats, one being natural horsemanship. Traditionalists are now 
having to defend their craft. They are exposed to the question of whether they are doing what is 
right after all for their horse. In many arenas, natural horsemanship has replaced the traditional 
ways of doing things. People are beginning to question if racing, dressage, and highly 
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competitive classes are worth risking the horse’s health. Qualitative data collected and 
professional experience has exposed the natural vs. traditional debate, which in some internet 
sites and conferences has provided a heated argument. Interview data exposed the hidden truth 
that the farriers did not believe that the barefoot movement would be around for long. They rated 
it as a fad and something that would not go the distance. One interviewee was quoted by saying, 
“We were caught with our pants down, and the industry changed around us.” It is commonplace 
to see articles on natural ideas for the traditional farrier or traditional professional competitors 
using natural horsemanship as a training tool prior to traditional methods.  
My hypothesis is that the industry is changing regionally and within certain niches. I do 
think areas that are heavily concentrated in traditional disciplines such as dressage and racing are 
deeply concerned with the natural horsemanship techniques. Qualitative data collected suggested 
that it may be useful with youngsters, but traditional rules and regulations prohibit the use of the 
natural option, such as in the thoroughbred racing industry and requirement for shoes be worn on 
the track. One interviewee who is a Grand Prix competitive dressage rider explained that the 
natural horsemanship dressage team did not perform well at the high stake’s events. Another 
criticism was that there is a tight timetable for events, and performance is your livelihood. There 
is no window for taking the time it takes. Things must get done when the race, event, trial, or 
show is scheduled. Pat Parelli coined the phrase, “It takes the time it takes” about working 
through the partnership with your horse (Parelli, 2003). Some horses learn faster or need the time 
to develop into the partner that is required to excel in natural horsemanship. Traditional 
horsemanship and hoof care allow the participants to move faster through training. Depending on 
what side you are on, some may consider this as a benefit, while others may consider it a 
weakness. The debate looms on. 
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Natural Belief Systems: Hoof care and Horsemanship 
Natural horsemanship is analyzed below. Refer to Figure 3 for an illustration of the 
strengths, weaknesses, threats, and opportunities of the natural belief systems. For this study, the 
results reflect the overriding entities that exist for traditional horsemanship and hoof care.  
One of the strengths in the natural horsemanship and hoof care faction of the equine 
industry is that natural is emotionally driven. People are drawn to the romanticized 
demonstrations of horses being ridden without bridles, ropes, saddles, or halters. It is an 
empowerment to people and reflects the DIY mindset that became popular in the 21st century. It 
would be tough to find a horse enthusiast that did not want their horse to be a partner with them. 
The barefoot movement followed suit with the natural movement in that it was supposed to be 
“better” for the horse. The goal of riding and having a relationship with your horse is the 
appealing aspect of the new market industry of natural horsemanship and hoof care.  
 
Figure 3. Natural Horsemanship and Hoof Care 
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Weaknesses include the cost prohibitive nature of owning a horse. Although the aspects 
of natural hoof care and horsemanship are less expensive than the traditional means. Qualitative 
data and personal experience expose that they miss the process of matching attire, tack and the 
rituals of the process of traditional horsemanship. They were quoted saying the natural 
horsemanship is not as steep in cultural ideals and protocols that took up their time. There is a 
higher responsibility in ownership in natural horsemanship and hoof care. Natural horsemanship 
is not about sending your horse away, but rather trains you to train your horse, or rather ‘play’ 
with your horse (Parelli, 2003). It takes longer to get things done, and the responsibility is on the 
owner to create an enjoyable partnership with your horse.  
It is virtually also easy to enter the industry. Other opportunities include new markets, the 
DIY mindset, and global acceptance in certain areas. Many new marketers are joining forces in 
the natural horsemanship and hoof care market. New products such as hoof boots, rope halters, 
carrot sticks, and natural hoof care trimming methods are just a few of the innovation in the 
natural marketplace today. 
The threats that exist in the natural horsemanship and hoof care industry are that the 
traditional belief systems are pushing back in defense of their beliefs in some realms. The farrier 
industry is one of those realms that feel that the DIY barefoot movement does not represent 
responsible and proper hoof care. The threat of natural vs. traditional is an on-going debate that 
to some is growing, and to others, is dying out.  
Analysis 
No true data exists that can explain why some are adopting and why some are resisting 
this phenomenon in the industry of natural vs. traditional. This study will try to begin to explain 
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the belief systems that exist, define what some of those are, and why some people have chosen to 
change. 
Regulations in the industry are proving to demonstrate that the horse is being considered 
more often. It appears that regulations such as the Horse Protection Act of 1970 are in a constant 
state of updating. The industry is looking at the health of the horse more closely. Rules and 
regulations in racing and competition are being reviewed to ensure the safety of the horse and 
rider. Alternative medicines and protocols are being introduced into the veterinary protocol such 
as acupuncture, body work, massage, red light therapy, and essential oils. A more holistic 
approach to equine wellness seems to be mirroring the evolution of alternative therapies in 
human non-western medicine. The qualitative data collected exposed many holistic veterinarians 
who practice more natural non-western medicines but were still traditional riders. What became 
interesting is this “hybrid” culture than explains just that, traditional enthusiasts that also adopted 
natural hoof and health care. It seems acceptable to them to stand firm in horsemanship traditions 
and cultural protocols, although shift toward the natural sciences of wellness.  
This “hybrid” culture is something that may explain the future melding of a paradigm 
shift within the industry. As the opposing viewpoints “duke it out” what may be happening is 
their adoption of the natural belief without giving in to the masses. An example of this exists in 
the farrier sciences. Farriers are known for what is called a flat, unshod pasture trim. With 
customers now searching for natural trimmers in the marketplace, farriers are forced to attend the 
schools that offer this new science. Their client base is also a “hybrid” in that they offer both 
services. This is a market shift as the farrier now must become educated to stay on top of the 
market demand for natural hoof care. The qualitative research did not expose any data that would 
suggest that trainers are doing the same. The trainers are specific to one or the other talent. There 
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does not seem to be a “hybrid” trainer specializing in both natural and traditional horsemanship.  
Although, they may incorporate ideas from the natural camp in training or hoof care into their 
traditional practice. What is old is then defined as being new again. Or is natural horsemanship 
just a foundation for the traditional rider to be used a tool and nothing else?  
Broader Implications 
The adoption and resistance phenomenon are alive and well within the barefoot 
movement. Leaders within the industry are pushing for change, while others stand true to their 
beliefs and traditions. This research is exceptionally exciting because the long-standing beliefs 
about horses is a unique variable. People believe what they believe without question. Passive 
innovation resistance is defined as resistance to the changes imposed by an innovation (Talke & 
Heidenreich, 2014). Figure 4 depicts the passive innovation resistance model. Some could argue 
that the innovation or disruption of belief systems holds true here. Adopter-specific factors are 
said to form personally-related inclination to resist changes and situation-specific factor 
determines a person’s status quo satisfaction (Talke & Heidenreich, 2014).  
 
Figure 4. Sources of Passive Innovation Resistance Adapted from Talke and Heidenreich (2014) 
 
 
Adoption or resistance has sparked much debate in the industry. Most research is based 
on people’s beliefs as to the benefit or risk by making a change. The conflicts within the equine 
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industry are no different yet researchers have yet to deeply explore these individuals’ beliefs. 
The farrier sciences as they have stood for hundreds of years is at risk of being changed. That 
may be too much risk for most people with very strong belief systems, who rely on culture and 
tradition as a guiding principle (Dean, Kıbrıs, & Masatlioglu, 2017)). When a decision maker 
chooses between alternatives, it is often the case that one will be the “status quo” or default 
option. The barefoot movement is challenging the decision maker to relook at the industry and 
reject the status quo, even though the status quo has been the status quo for an extremely long 
time period. I believe the default option did not expect that the farrier science would be in 
question. To explore that question further, researchers would need to dive deeply into resistance, 
change management and reasons why the risk factors were not examined more carefully in what 
appeared to be a solid industry, void of significant change. 
The new genre of horsemanship satisfies the core elements of belief systems. In recent 
research by Usó-Doménech and Nescolarde-Selva (2016), they discuss the elements that are 
logically required to understand a belief system—belief system being our reality or what we 
know to be true. The elements of a belief system include values, substantive beliefs, orientation, 
language, perspective, prescriptions, and ideological technology (Usó-Doménech & Nescolarde-
Selva, 2016). Table 9 illustrates the requirements of what is expected to accept a belief system or 
rather adoption through understanding. This may be where natural horsemanship began, and why 
it is now a discipline all to itself.  
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Table 9. Core Elements of a Belief System 
 
Elements of a 
Belief System 
Criteria Necessary for Understanding a Belief System 
Values Implicitly or explicitly, belief systems define what is good or valuable. Ideal 
values tend to be abstract summaries of the behavior attributes which social 
system rewards, formulated after the fact. Social groups think of themselves, 
however, as setting out various things to implement their values. Having 
abstracted an ideal value from social experience, a social group may then reverse 
the process by deriving a new course of action from the principle. 
Substantive 
Beliefs 
They are the more important and basic beliefs of a belief system. For the 
believers, substantive beliefs are the focus of interest. 
Orientation The believer may assume the existence of a framework of assumptions around his 
thought, it may not actually exist. The orientation he shares with other believes 
may be illusionary. Believers interact, share specific consensuses, and give 
themselves a specific name. Then professionals of this belief system work out an 
orientation, logic, sets of criteria of validity, and so forth. 
Language It is the logic of a belief system. Language of the belief system is composed of the 
logical rules which relate one substantive belief to another within the belief 
system. Language must be inferred from regularities in the way a set of 
substantive beliefs is used. The language will be explicit, and it may not be 
consistently applied.   
Perspective The perspective of a belief system or their cognitive map is the set of conceptual 
tools. Central inmost perspectives is some statement of where the belief system 
and or social group that carries it stands in relation to other things, especially 
nature, social events or other social groups. 
Prescriptions and 
proscriptions 
This includes action alternatives or policy recommendations as well as deontic 
norms for behavior. Deontic norms represent the cleanest connection between the 
abstract ideas and the concrete applied belief because they refer to behavior that is 
observable.  
Ideological 
Technology 
Every belief system contains associated beliefs concerning means to attain ideal 
values. It is composed of associated beliefs and material tools providing means 
for the immediate or distant belief system. Ideological technology is not used to 
justify or validate other elements of a belief system, although the existence may 
limit alternatives among substantive beliefs. Ideological technology commands 
less commitment from believers than do other elements. 
 
Note. Adapted from “What are Belief Systems?” (Usó-Doménech & Nescolarde-Selva, 2016)  
 
Values and substantive beliefs are core to how the horse is viewed through natural 
horsemanship. The relationship between horse and rider is more important than the act of riding 
itself. The orientation and language that is used in the Parelli method or other natural 
horsemanship methods are built around a specific language that is inherently different than that 
of traditional horsemanship. The adoption of such beliefs encircles the use of a shift in 
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perspective. Norms that are carried out by the social group is how natural horsemanship is being 
transported so quickly. Natural horsemanship tools and technology exist as a vehicle for 
understanding and achieving the goal either immediate or distant. Misunderstanding or allowing 
the weighting of either element could impede the belief system to morph into something that the 
original innovator did not plan.  
Qualitative research has discussed the possibility of horses now moving from recreation 
to companion. This change removes the act of riding in most cases. Change agents can also 
contribute to the occurrence of resistance through communication breakdowns, such a failure to 
legitimize change, misrepresenting its chances of success, and failing to people to action (Ford, 
Ford, & D'Amelio, 2008). Depending on the leader, resistance to this new belief system within 
the industry may be of no fault of the decision maker. Exploratory qualitative interview research 
may be needed to develop a further understanding of the equine industry’s participants’ 
accepting or resistance to change. 
Conclusions 
The industry is going through a lot of change possibly due to economic or innovation 
disruption. The equine industry has stood strong for hundreds of years. Beliefs are being 
challenged, and some markets are expanding, while others are shrinking. Today, industry data 
suggests that horse ownership is down, but racing is on the rise. This may be due to the internet 
and statistics of racing. Betting is no longer required to be done in person at the track. Traditional 
equine enthusiasts may no longer be riding but are spectators.  
Analysis of the marketplace reveals that entry into the industry is easy. That said, the 
competitors within the marketplace have grown. Qualitative data stated  that competition within 
the middle level of clinician is growing, impacting the higher-level clinicians. The internet and 
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DIY mindset foster an entrepreneurial vision. Many leaders in the equine industry have revealed 
that business at the face-to-face level has slowed while the mass media business and larger 
convention style instruction is increasing. For many, they have priced themselves out of being 
able to be affordable for the average host, thus causing a demand for more affordable protégés.  
Natural versus traditional is an ongoing debate. Future research will reveal the patterns 
and themes that represent the long-standing belief systems that are embedded within the age-old 
industry. The horse has been an integral part of society and history. It may be necessary to 
further define natural horsemanship as many traditional leaders consider what they do to be 
natural for the horse but dislike the word “natural” about their training techniques. The research 
thus far has adequately demonstrated the opposing viewpoints and the requirement for further 
definitions. Industry subgroups such as the farriers are recognizing the market demand for a 
more detailed barefoot knowledge and are responding in kind. According to the qualitative data 
collected, what the farriers considered to be a fad is not going by the wayside. There was a 
misjudgment in this new market entry. 
Future research is necessary for understanding why some adopted the new belief system 
of natural in either horsemanship or hoof care. To further understand why people adopt a 
proposed shift in paradigm, which may or may not ever occur fully, would be instrumental in 
implementing a proposed shift in an organization. The concept was first identified by Kuhn’s 
(1962) book, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions. The focus of further study is based on a 
later definition as defined by a major shift in thought-patterns, personal beliefs, and complex 
systems or organizations. The previous paradigm shift definition by Kuhn was replaced with a 
radically different way of thinking or organizing. The conflict that arises during the forging 
process is apparent in the theory by Lewin (1997) called ‘Force Field Analysis.’ Long-standing 
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belief systems in the equine industry are unique in that they are driven and embedded by years of 
tradition and culture. People’s ability to adopt or resist change may be related to the embedded 
traditions and culture of their own heritage. The equine industry could, therefore, be used as a 
model to further understand change management and change theory. Those who are proponents 
of change would benefit to seek out research such as this to understand underlying reasons for 
resistance. 
The IA Protocol 
Data sources were collected through literary papers, Industry Associations, USDA, and 
American Horse Council Foundation. The equine industry is unique in that horse data is 
estimated. The major reports are reported approximately every ten years. The last report was 
released in 2005, prior to the economic recession of 2008. The latest edition was just released in 
2018 for 2017 data. This was extremely valuable for my research. I was able to create a 
methodical research analysis by comparing the changes from 2005 to current. The American 
Horse Council Foundation is the primary source for equine data. Breed, discipline, financial 
impact, landscape parameters, GDP impact, households, and ownership are identified in this 
report. Adaptions to the data were provided in a logistic format to expose industry advancements 
and decline.  
Literature was searched by using keywords: “Equine,” “Horses,” “Hoof care,” “Natural 
Horsemanship,” “Farrier,” “Shod,” “Barefoot,” “Change,” and “Status Quo.” It is important to 
build a sense of interest in the changes within the industry and provide evidence that the 
opposing viewpoints are in opposition to one another. Literature was chosen that supported both 
sides of the argument: natural vs. traditional in the areas of hoof care and horsemanship. Also 
sourced were literature that supported the ideas of change, status quo, and long-standing belief 
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systems. This being the first of a three-part dissertation, the Industry Analysis is meant to explain 
the industry through academic evidence. The change dynamic and natural vs. traditional 
viewpoints are weighted evenly throughout the paper without bias. Even though I reside in the 
natural hoof care subgroup, my research only reflects that the new viewpoint of natural 
horsemanship and hoof care is a concurring issue of dissent. The conflict exists and is of 
importance since the equine industry has been complacent and historically unchanged for 
hundreds of years. This rise of ideas is shaking up the industry in many ways. My research is 
meant to dissect the adoption and resistance characteristics of people who are professionally in 
the industry as innovators, change agents and resistors.  
Other literature was used that included legislative and regulatory changes to the industry. 
The Horse Protection Act of 1970 was referenced as it has had many revisions in Congress. The 
legislature and USDA requirements are heavily represented in the equine industry. Horses and 
their welfare is a hot topic and finally being recognized after many years of being ignored.  
Literature found in areas of medical and veterinary changes were not utilized as they 
exceeded the scope of this paper.  
Finally, the qualitative portion of this paper was introduced. My research includes 41 
interviews of the major leaders in the industry either supporting adoption or resistance of the 
natural viewpoint. Although the coding and results of this data will be released in the next paper, 
the introduction of the findings through revealing themes peppered the article to entice the 
interest of further education on this topic.  
By utilizing the equine industry as a model, this data will be synthesized into a final 
article that flips the data found through the qualitative process into a valuable contribution to the 
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area of organizational change and paradigm shifts. The industry analysis is the first step to 
revealing the current landscape of the equine industry.   
Investigator’s Background 
Institute of Applied Equine Podiatry 
Having been a part of the equine industry for several decades since childhood, the 
industry has provided a solid model for research. While representing the Institute of Applied 
Equine Podiatry for fifteen years, our mission is to educate farriers, veterinarians, and horse 
owners on proper hoof podiatry by offering a first level diploma program, while also creating a 
leadership path for graduates to the advanced pathology program, and or licensed instructorship. 
Empowering students to lead and teach would be an important part to recruit new students and 
ensure the longevity of active membership past graduation.   
Steps in the Research Protocol 
The research developed this topic is an effort to understand how businesses can change 
long-standing belief systems. From personal experience in the equine industry as a rider, and 
then as an equine business owner, it was important to understand the phenomenon of resistance 
to change. The industry which has not changed in hundreds of years was now shifting its focus. 
Having been in the equine industry for almost forty years, growing up owning horses meant 
traditional beliefs and customs were embedded in the culture of horsemanship. Even today, 
horses play a major role in my life, both personal and professional. 
Adoption and resistance to change is a highly charged topic. As the holy grail of 
innovation, understanding how to break the cycle of old habits and beliefs seemed like a very 
important entity of research. The research is concerned with the opposing viewpoints that 
currently exist in the equine industry: natural vs. traditional. The question at hand is why do 
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some people adopt while others resist change? What part do long-standing belief systems play in 
the process? 
The blueprint for this research was conducted by first establishing that two opposing 
viewpoints exist. The research was aware of this first hand but wanted to establish that the 
industry is indeed going through areas of friction.  
The initial research was conducted through academic literature and library data. The 
search list illustrated in Table 10 demonstrates the existence of a plethora of data regarding 
horses and farriers. It was revealing that the number of academic papers for natural 
horsemanship was larger than anticipated. Research revealed also many papers in respect to 
status quo, change, and resistance to change. Change and change management have been at the 
forefront of academics for quite some time now. 
Table 10. Academic Paper Search Totals 
 
Key Word Searches Output 
Natural Horsemanship 2,245 
Horsemanship 174,016 
Farrier 24,968 
Shoeing and barefoot 1,943 
Horses 5,498,344 
Shod to barefoot 4,600 
Resistance to change 28,200 
“Long Standing Belief Systems” 25 
Status Quo 1,289,921 
Change Agent 551,239 
  
 
The second stage of my research was sorting through the literature that would support 
both the natural and traditional sides of each faction of the industry. It was important to avoid 
any bias in the forming of the framework in this research (see Literature Review above for more 
detailed information). Table 11 is a list of the key themes that were used throughout this 
research. 
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Table 11. Literature Review Research Themes 
 
Literature Review Themes Papers Referenced 
Horse Data 4 
Hoof Care 5 
Horsemanship 11 
Long-Standing Belief Systems 1 
Change, Resistance, & Status Quo 7 
Total Literature Review Items 28 
  
 
The third stage of my research was conducting extensive interviews in the industry. The 
interviews are significant in this paper to provide an overview of each faction. It was not 
important to define the authors currently but is important to see the overriding beliefs that 
surface. In total, 40 interviews were conducted focusing on industry leaders and professionals 
who are practicing either natural or traditional hoof care or horsemanship. Figure 5 demonstrates 
the detailed map of the qualitative data collection process. 
 
Figure 5. Qualitative Data Map 
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CHAPTER TWO:  
A QUALITATIVE APPROACH TO UNDERSTANDING ADOPTION OR RESISTANCE 
OF LONG-STANDING BELIEF SYSTEMS WITHIN THE EQUINE INDUSTRY 
 
Tagline 
Long-standing belief systems are embedded both culturally and historically within the 
equine industry. A new belief system has been introduced into this industry causing friction to 
the traditional beliefs. The interviews under analysis are in pursuance of uncovering the possible 
reasons why people are resisting change or adopting a new belief system.  
Executive Summary 
The equine industry is changing after hundreds of years of solid foundations built on 
long-standing beliefs. The natural horse and hoof introduction have spurred a push to wake up 
this sleeping, yet strong industry. Both factions of the industry, hoof care, and horsemanship are 
affected. The debate of natural versus traditional is growing causing friction in some areas and 
asking participants to pick a side.  
This research was conducted with industry leaders that represent both sides: natural and 
traditional. Leaders were chosen for their role in either inciting adopting or resistance. Also 
included in the interview process are middle management professionals who are witnessing the 
friction of new beliefs and the contradictions to the industry status quo. This research was 
conducted by interviewing 41 leaders within the industry, representing a wide array of 
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disciplines, both natural and traditional. Their viewpoints represent the current state of the 
industry under analysis.    
Introduction 
The equine industry is currently in a state of debate. The previously unchanged belief 
system of horses, horsemanship and their welfare stood firm and understood by all involved. 
With little to no change for hundreds of years, the industry became complacent. It was not a 
matter of stagnation. The industry seemed to be moving along while underneath, there was a 
silent rumble amongst its participants. People did not question what was correct or incorrect in 
the industry from horsemanship to hoof care. The industry experienced innovation in some areas, 
but that innovation was within the confines of the long-standing belief systems. It became a “this 
is how it’s done” industry, and historically its participants were confident that the proof of 
success was in the results thus far.  
The industry being confident in their research and actions, created a false sense of 
security, opening the door to easy entrance for new markets. In this research process, it was 
evident that a change had taken place. Over 20 years ago, the natural horse movement challenged 
the traditional industry through a new belief system. The upset in the horsemanship area started 
slowly, but subsequently birthed a new belief system also in hoof care. Natural horsemanship 
and hoof care are now an item of debate amongst the industry leaders and the people who pride 
themselves as members. Practitioners are often evangelical about their methods, portraying NH 
as a radical departure from traditional methods. In doing so, they create a clear demarcation from 
the practices and beliefs of the conventional horse-world (Birke, 2007). 
The purpose of this research is to determine what long-standing belief systems exist 
within the industry, and what of those beliefs have since been radically changed. Belief systems 
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are the stories we tell ourselves to deﬁne our personal sense of reality. Every human being has a 
belief system that they utilize, and it is through this mechanism that we individually, “make 
sense” of the world around us (Usó-Doménech & Nescolarde-Selva, 2016). 
The qualitative data that was gathered for this research allows for the synthesis of two 
well-known adoption models: Kuhn’s (1962) theory of paradigm shift and Lewin’s (1997) force 
field analysis. The former model emphasizes the resistance of widely held scientific belief 
systems to radical change based on new observations, while the latter examines individual 
resistance to change and hypothesize the existence of a tipping point at which beliefs will 
change. Based on the following evidence gathered, the best fit is a hybrid of these two models 
that is constructed to highlight the macro existence of friction and a micro-examination of 
adoption or resistance. Research is conducted that explores the beliefs of expert individuals who 
represent a wide overview of the industry. The paradigm shift demonstrates a moment in time 
where momentum begins and awareness of a proposed change to the belief systems is 
introduced. The micro level of articulation within the industry is shown to demonstrate the 
probability of adoption or resistance within the friction area. A tipping point model such as force 
field analysis is a process extension of that moment in time. Qualitative data was collected to 
elicit change in action or reaction. 
Review of Research 
Historically, the nature of change has been studied with such well-known authors such as 
Peter Drucker, John Kotter, Dan Cohen, and many others. Many topics throughout their research 
include change initiatives, change processes, and change derailments. Businesses are thriving on 
traditional beliefs while others are struggling to block adoption of new beliefs. Many adopt new 
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beliefs and are tried and true, while others revert. What are the circumstances around the success 
or failed attempts at change?  
Many industries rely on modeling the best practices of leaders within the industry to 
achieve success. The study of strategic designs as with General Motors has been the blueprint for 
change management. It is usual to study those who are successful. Industry leaders thrive on 
innovation and the ownership of driving those decisions weighs heavily on the understanding of 
the acceptance of change. It was stated that 75% of Organizational Change programs fail 
(Bremer, 2012). In a recent 2017 research study from McKinsey and Company, that number 
decreased to 70% (Gleeson, 2017). The hypothesis to this would be that the area of change 
management is being flooded with great research and intuitive understanding of change criteria. 
The implementation failure rate of organizational change remains high and one of the most 
common causes of this is the resistance to change. Although the resistance to change is 
considered a natural reaction, it is necessary to understand the causes and identify the measures 
for its reduction (Stegaroiu & Talmaciu, 2016). 
To contribute to this realm, this qualitative research searches into a division of human 
behavior built around long-standing belief systems. The definition being used for a long-standing 
belief system in the context of the equine industry is a belief that is held through generational 
inheritance of cultural beliefs and understandings that are neither questioned nor radically 
changed over time. The equine industry is unique in that the beliefs being held are status quo and 
strongly embedded into horsemanship culture. Change being difficult and sometimes short-lived 
within an industry is not the case. The change within the industry has rewritten the history books 
and the understanding of horses and horsemanship. To the industry, this is not a surface level 
change. This represents a change that in some cases, has become a lifestyle and a cultural change 
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in mindset. Understanding how this disruption and possible future paradigm shift occurred could 
be extremely beneficial to the research of change management.    
Interviewees’ Backgrounds 
The interviewees span many facets of the equine industry. Forty-one (41) interviews were 
conducted in the pursuit of understanding the nature of resistance or adoption. The industry was 
divided into two areas of study, horsemanship and hoof care. Within these areas, the industry 
was now divided into the two opposing opinions of natural and traditional. The four factions 
provide an opportunity to view the industry that is equally weighted on all sides. The 
interviewees represent leaders in the following areas of the equine industry Table 12.  
Table 12. Industry Interviewee List 
 
Area of Expertise 
Hall of Fame Farriers and Traditional Farriers 
Amish Horseman and Tradesman 
Natural Horsemanship Leaders, Trainers, and Licensed Instructors  
American Farrier Association Leaders 
Farrier School Owners and Operators 
Equine Podiatry Leaders and School founder 
Veterinarians: Western and Eastern Medicine 
Racing Industry CEOs, Professionals and Industry Leaders 
Alternative Equine Therapy Leaders 
Directors of Equine Rescues 
Traditional Iconic Trainers 
Grand Prix 5 star Dressage Riders 
Therapeutic Riding Center Directors 
National Champion USEF Combined Driving  
Collegiate Equine Competitive team captain 
Three Day Event Riders 
CEOs of Equine Medical Companies 
International Barefoot trimmers in the racing industry 
Iconic company founders in both Natural and Traditional Horsemanship  
Kentucky Derby Winner 3rd generation horseman 
Saddle and equine tack manufacturers  
Equine body workers 
Olympic level Jumping Horse Trainer and Competitors 
Equine Natural trimmers who are in leadership roles 
Thoroughbred Breeders for Racing Industry 
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The interviewees represent four countries, and 17 U.S. states (Table 13). With over 1,800 
minutes of text, the interview process ranges between 25 minutes to 77 minutes. Most interviews 
were conducted in person, although the international interviews and some U.S. interviews were 
conducted over the phone.  
Table 13. Interviewee Residence 
 
State, Town, or City Country Number of Participants 
Florida USA 21 
Colorado USA 4 
Georgia USA 2 
Texas USA 2 
Missouri USA 1 
Massachusetts USA 1 
Minnesota USA 1 
Iowa USA 1 
Illinois USA 1 
Alabama USA 1 
New York USA 1 
Virginia USA 1 
Kent United Kingdom/Ireland 1 
Cheshire United Kingdom 1 
Paris France 1 
Calgary Canada 1 
 
 
There is a minimum of ten participants in each faction: Natural Horsemanship (NHP), 
Natural Hoof care (NHC), Traditional Horsemanship (THP), and Tradition Hoof Care (THC). 
There are 11 participants in the THP division to equal a total of 41 interviews conducted. At least 
five of each members of the division are top industry leaders, pushing the change, acting in an 
adopter or resister capacity. No more than five members in each division are acting as a 
professional leader in middle management in the industry (e.g., professional trimmers, 
veterinarians, or farriers). Middle management professionals are defined as industry leaders that 
are practicing in the traditional or natural faction, acting as industry role models, but not the 
actual innovator of a new science or belief system, such as a veterinarian or breeder. While many 
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of our participants are the founders of a new belief such as natural horsemanship, many are 
professionals that are witnessing the opposing forces and having to manage the friction daily. 
The Interview  
The interview process was started on January 24, 2018, in Ohio, and finalized on May 13, 
2018 via the last phone interview with a participant in Florida. All participants were advised of 
the anonymity and purpose of this research through a signed Informed Consent Form. All 
participants were interviewed using a semi-structured format, with the same set of questions. The 
questions contain two areas of interest: History and Industry. Within the history section, 
participants were asked about job descriptions, typical daily experiences, family lineage, early 
equine experiences, and what do they know to be true about horses. Within the Industry section, 
questions centered on their expert opinions about natural versus traditional in the hoof care and 
horsemanship areas. Interviewees were encouraged to expand on equine experiences in order to 
tap into their long-standing beliefs without actually asking them what they believe. Participants 
were asked about business goals, industry goals, and industry trends Table 14.  
The interviewees disclosed colorful stories of youthful memories of horsemanship, 
showing and hoof care experiences. Many interviewees were a professional connection, and 
many were referred by other interviewees. All interviewees saw the value of this study to further 
the knowledge base of the equine industry. To my knowledge, no such study has been performed 
in the aspect of long-standing belief systems of adoption and resistance within this industry. 
Historically, this could benefit the business aspect of the industry as well as to further understand 
the opinions of industry leaders of the four leading factions: NHP, NHC, THP, and THC.  
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Table 14. Qualitative Interview Inquiry Topics 
EQUINE Interview Questions on Long-standing Belief Systems 
History 
Equine Job Description 
Early Equine Experience. Are you a first-generation horseman? Family Lineage. 
How many horses do you currently own? 
What has prepared you for this path in life? 
Recreational or Show Riding 
What do you know to be true about horses? Horses are always ______. 
Strengths and weaknesses of working with horses 
Advice for newcomers 
Industry 
How do you describe Traditional and Natural Hoof care? 
Strengths and weaknesses of Natural and Traditional Hoof care 
Industry Trends for either Traditional or Natural Hoof care 
How do you describe Traditional and Natural Horsemanship? 
Strengths and weaknesses of Natural and Traditional Horsemanship 
Industry Trends for either Traditional or Natural Horsemanship 
Innovation and Mentors. Research Avenues 
Challenges in the Industry 
Goals for your business in the future 
Strategic goals for the Industry as a whole 
The Protocol 
Once the data was gathered, the coding process began with hand coding of each 
interview. This data was also coded into the NVivo software version 12.0. I chose to use NVivo 
as a sorting software to replace hand sorting of important information into categories (NVivo –
Nodes). NVivo can play a powerful role in coding data and addresses validity threats (Siccama & 
Penna, 2008). Memos were then created for each interview or case from the initial hand-coded 
transcripts. The NVivo software is designed to compare word, text, and relationship entities of 
the data coded into each node. The hand coding allowed for easier the memo writing, as well as 
created an ongoing list of theme ideas for analysis. Quotes, repetitive phrases or ideas, and 
unique phasing were also compiled in NVivo as separate nodes. One must remember that 
although NVivo has great potential for sorting information, it does not replace researchers for 
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data interpretation. Researchers will still need to set aside time to read, synthesize, and draw 
inferences from NVivo sorted data (Auld et al., 2007).  
An alphabetized code book of 64 parent codes and 10 child codes was created in NVivo 
to capture the transcript data. The highlighted codes in Table 15 are of interest in researching 
industry beliefs. Comparison of natural versus traditional groups was completed to analyze the 
differences among them. Relationship analysis was conducted at the code and axial level. All 
codes are valid in the initial stage of line by line coding. 
Table 15. NVivo Code Book 
 
Parent Code (Node) Child Node 
Adopter of Change  
Being a First-Generation Horseman  
 No 
 Yes, Family Lineage 
Growing up on a ranch  
How long in the NHC Industry  
How long in the THC Industry  
How long in the NHP Industry  
How long in the THP Industry  
NHC Beliefs LSBS  
NHP Beliefs LSBS  
Resistor of Change  
Respecting Family  
THC Beliefs LSBS  
THP Beliefs LSBS  
  
 
According to a published paper by Boeije (2002) entitled “A purposeful approach to the 
Constant Comparative Method in the Analysis of Qualitative Interviews,” there were five steps 
revealed for comparison: Comparison with a single interview, comparison between interviews 
within the same group, comparison of interviews from different groups, comparison in pairs at 
the level of the couple, and comparing couples. This type of analysis will provide the framework 
for my analysis. Comparing traditional and natural beliefs is a sound model for determining the 
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patterns exposing thematic codes. Memos created for each interviewee may also provide 
additional direction for creating more general themes through axial coding methods.  
The analysis process is important to the findings. There are several objectives that must 
be addressed to complete the research as outlined. To project a tipping point hypothesis, the data 
was coded into long-standing belief systems for each faction. (NHC, NHP, THC, THP). With 
respect to the research question at hand, the purpose of the protocol is to identify reasons why 
people adopt or resist change. An executive decision was made to focus solely on the Long-
standing belief systems as they are the main priority for my research. Figure 6 is a representation 
of the coding process. 
 
 
Figure 6. Long-standing Belief System Comparison Process 
 
 
Within the long-standing belief system codes, the assumption that an elicited response 
such as adoption or resistance to the proposed phenomenon of the natural horse movement, it 
made sense to isolate the traditional viewpoints. It is my belief that the adopters are not the focal 
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point for this research quest. They are already in agreement with adoption. The shift has been 
made. Research has provided data to support the findings that within the traditional faction are 
members who are total resisters of any new beliefs and wish to remain with the status quo, as 
well as members who are traditional resisters but show tendencies to adopt new beliefs. Within 
this section, who are the resisters, and what traits or beliefs do they have in common? Who is the 
resister/adopter hybrids that are making the subtle shift towards possible tipping? The following 
section is dedicated to showing evidence that supports the process flow in identifying why 
change might be happening of long-standing belief systems. It is important to reiterate that the 
equine industry is made up of beliefs that have originating points of origin that exist prior to the 
holder’s experience. Therefore, the change may be subtle and slow, but evident in the qualitative 
findings. This data is outlined and discussed at length in the findings section of this document.  
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Figure 7. Coding Process and Synthesis 
Findings 
Initially, it was determined from the traditional faction data (21 Traditional Members), 
there were twelve resisters and nine adopters that contradict the traditional belief system on some 
level. More concretely, the adopters are those who demonstrate some form of natural or new 
thinking, even though they identify as a traditional member.  
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Individuals were classified as resisters based on criteria that included one or more 
statements indicating lack of receptivity to considering alternative perspectives. Excerpts from 
those who were classified as a traditional resister are as follows: 
“I am a true believer of the old-fashioned way. It’s worked for years and I don’t see 
where it would not continue to work.” 
“I just know from the general culture that horses had shoes, but I didn’t think much of it 
at the time. I think people that have shod horses stick to what they do and what they 
know and to their farriers. I think there is something very special to the farrier industry 
that is ingrained in tradition.” 
“I basically keep my horses the way I’ve kept them all my life. It’s the way I do it.” 
“It’s the way it’s always been done. This is the way we’re going to do it, and it works, so 
we’re going to do it this way. I think sometimes people who are more traditional really 
don’t care about the horses much, but rather what the horse can produce for them.” 
“I wanted to call it traditional [horsemanship], okay, that’s not a bad word. It can be good 
horsemanship. Tradition doesn’t have to be bad. That’s what’s happening is everyone is 
placing traditional horsemanship on the category of bad because it’s traditional.” 
“There was all old-time horseman, that everything they knew, they knew from 
experience.” 
“I was brought up with the old, traditional, great trainers back in my day that were good 
horsemen. And if they’re good horsemen and treat your horse right, you’ll get the same 
results or better, I find.” 
It was also determined that within the natural faction data (20 Natural Members), there 
were 20 adopters and zero resisters as they have already adopted the new belief system. This 
finding seemed obvious for the nature of alternate horsemanship beliefs.  
Individuals were classified as adopters based on criteria that included one or more 
statements indication acceptance of alternative perspectives. Excerpts from those who were 
classified as a natural adopter are as follows: 
“I am actually going and taking the shoes off my horses, me just physically having to go 
and do it because and say, okay try it. Breaking the tradition, shifting the paradigm. Make 
that shift. I mean, horses in the wild, they’re not shod, and they’re just fine.” 
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“To be honest, I don’t really associate with traditional farriers. I never could because of 
the philosophies are so opposing, what the sense of having a friend you’re going to be 
arguing with all the time? 
“We just started looking for alternatives, because I needed to do something. I needed to 
protect my child. And that’s when we found Parelli Natural Horsemanship.” 
“The non-traditional [natural] is all about communication and partnership and it’s 
recognizing that the horse is an individual and that horse has thoughts of its own and it 
needs to be respected as such.” 
“I’d like to say I don’t think we disrupted it but we certainly stirred things up with natural 
horsemanship. Because we started making people question: why we beat horses?” 
I think more people in the horse industry should approach it from a more thoughtful 
perspective, which I think is what natural horsemanship does. It teaches you to think 
about your horse, and what they’re experiencing, and how you can change how you 
interact with them.” 
“So, every day, I’m challenged with being able to come to her [my horse] with this idea 
of sharing ideas and thoughts in conversations that start with how we can do this versus 
that is what I want to do today?”  
This research should support the patterns that exist within the natural faction. What is it 
about them that may reveal a reason for adopting new beliefs? The research should also provide 
patterns that exist within the traditional faction for the nine adopters who are professional leaders 
within the industry and have begun the process of changing their long-standing belief systems. 
What is it about those interviewees that allowed this mindset to occur?  
An important initial finding post coding was the reveal of who is a first-generation 
horseman. In the traditional faction (21 total members), there were 10 first generation horsemen 
and 11 who had equine family lineage going back two and three generations. In the natural 
faction (20 total members), there were 13 first generation horsemen and 7 who had a family 
lineage going back two or three generations. The primary importance of their early exposure 
revealed where the belief system originated, usually through familial belief systems as described 
in the interview process.  
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Phase One: Faction Findings 
Table 16 is a record of the responses recorded from coded NVivo nodes THC LSBS and 
THP LSBS. The top THC belief representing 54% of the total responses in that node is when 
wear exceeds growth, a horse must wear a shoe. Out of 39 responders, this response was 
recorded 21 times, or 54% of the time and so on. This node was populated by coding each 
individual interview in response to the interview questions. The 39 responders were a mixture of 
natural and traditional experts. The Code Patterns were used to create the secondary Concept 
Codes which were then used to create the Categories. These categories will be utilized in the 
next phase of the analysis. 
Each traditional section was ranked in descending order of repetition. The higher the 
repetition, the more value the concept and category will be in determining the final factors for 
adoption or resistance. The next step involved analyzing how each Code was formed by 
providing a deep dive into the responders themselves. Remember, we need to find out why 
people in this industry are resisting or adopting the new natural belief system.  
The analysis process begins with looking specifically at the traditional concepts of 
interest. Throughout the interview process, the subjects were referencing their expert viewpoints. 
The THC responses were concerned with protection, the governing principles and time-tested 
beliefs. They believe all performance or working horses need shoes. Within the THP responses, 
the area of harsh treatment, value, and safety were most recorded. They took the time to respond 
how prideful they were of the traditional training and work.  
In contrast, the NHC code was recorded as referencing such areas as Adopters or those 
who support natural hoof care as positive, natural is a driving force or god’s influence, or 
barefoot unless a crisis. They believe that the barefoot trend is increasing. The NHP responses 
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were interacting with the horse and working with the psyche, safety issues, and mindfulness. 
They also believe that natural horsemanship trend is increasing. 
Table 16. THC, THP 
 
 
 
 
The same process was repeated for the natural sections. Table 17 represents the top codes 
found in the qualitative process of open coding. It was important to apply a value to the patterns 
present. The top code represented in the Natural Hoof Care faction is “positive barefoot, shoeless 
attributes” with 18 responses recorded from 36 interviewees.  
  
Categories Concepts THC Code Patterns R 39
Welfare Protection Wear exceeds Growth = Shoe 21 54%
Closed Mindedness Governing Principle Trad - All Horses are Shod 17 44%
Status Quo Time Tested It's always worked, why change 13 33%
Limitations Domestication Performance = Shoes, Discipline 13 33%
Dependency Euphanistic No hoof, no horse 10 26%
Conformity Existing Conditions Hoof anatomy rules, shape, angles 9 23%
Personal Development Pride of Place Pride  in Industry, Good Farriers 8 21%
Economic Standards 6-12 week trim cycles 7 18%
Legislation Regulations TB Racing, Yearling rules, Track Protocol 7 18%
Categories Concepts THP Code Patterns R 37
Welfare Harsh Treatment Trad - More Aggressive, Forceful 33 89%
Economy Value Horse, means to an end, $$, Vehicle, Property 15 41%
Protection Safety Start horses too early, yearlings under saddle, training 15 41%
Personal Dev. Pride of Place Trainers treat horses right, Good trainers, Groundwork 14 38%
Status Quo Time Tested It's always worked, why change 12 32%
Power Dynamic Class Status Horses need work, ( A job) 9 24%
Control Submission Trad - Horses are broke, Broken 7 19%
Communication Relationship Trad - Listen to horses, feel them, read them 7 19%
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Table 17. NHC, NHP 
 
 
 
 
Phase Two: Traditional Sections 
The second phase of the coding process took the data from Tables 16 and 17 to provide 
the framework for the following Tables 18, 19, 20 and 21. These tables show which identifier # 
(interviewee) responded to Category. The horizontal numbers coincide with the code patterns. 
This will be important for the next phase. The top two grids are Traditional responders who 
adopt (T-A) or resist (T-R). The classification of adoption or resistance was decided at the 
NVivo coding stage. 
  
Categories Concepts NHC Code Patterns R 36
Acceptance Adopter Nat - Barefoot, Shoeless, Good for horses 18 50%
Validation Affirmation Nat - Nature - Born Wild, Shoeless, God made 11 31%
Compromise Last Resort Would be barefoot, unless nec. 11 31%
Strategy Market Trends Trend - Nat. Barefoot increasing 10 28%
Pro-Active Protocol Nat. - Better care, Care more for foot 10 28%
Open mindedness Alternatives "Some" horses can go barefoot, some not 9 25%
Protection Safety Boots, Alternative protection, innovation 7 19%
Self Preservation Conflict Aggression - Barefoot, natural, friction 7 19%
Enlightenment Education  "Adopters" - education nec. For horses 7 19%
Categories Concepts NHP Code Patterns R 40
Psychology Interaction Keep mind busy, Games, Psyche, Brainwork, Childlike 32 80%
Protection Safety Not a fan NHP, disasterous, dangerous, get hurt 19 48%
Mindfulness Awareness NHP -mindfulness, stress free, be a better leader 18 45%
Trustfulness Priority NHP - Less forceful, Horse first, gentle training 17 43%
Market Share Success Trend - Nat. Horsemanship increasing 16 40%
Welfare Better Care More concerned with well-being of horse 16 40%
Patience Steps to Action Takes longer, it's a process a journey 15 38%
Competition Niche Division Trend - Nat. Horsemanship decreasing 14 35%
Role Modelling Desired results Parelli, Natural horsemanship, good for horses 12 30%
Sense of Family Partnership Horses are now children, companion animals 7 18%
Social Norms Question Tradition Frustrated more people don't see NAT as non abusive 7 18%
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Table 18. T-R, T-A for THC 
Table 19. T-R, T-A for THP 
THC ID Welfare Close Minded Status Quo Limitations Dependency Conformity Per. Dev. Economic Legistation
T-R # 1st Gen 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
THC 1 N • •
THC 2 Y •
THC 3 N •
THC 4 N • • • •
THC 5 Y • • • • • •
THC 7 N •
THC 8 N • • • •
THP 21 Y •
THP 24 N • • •
THP 26 N • •
THP 28 Y • •
THP 31 N • • •
T-A
THC 6 N • •
THC 9 N • •
THC 10 Y • • • •
THP 22 Y • • •
THP 23 N • • • • •
THP 25 Y •
THP 27 Y •
THP 29 Y • •
N/T A/R 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
N A 9 4 4 4 3 2 1 4 2
T R 5 5 4 3 4 3 3 2 1
T A 2 3 1 5 2 2 3 0 2
RESPONSES 21 17 13 13 10 9 8 7 7
THP ID Welfare Economy Protection Personal Dev. Status Quo Power Dyn. Control Communication
T-R # 1st Gen 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
THC 1 N ● ● ● ●
THC 2 Y ● ●
THC 3 N ● ●
THC 4 N ● ● ● ● ●
THC 5 Y ● ● ●
THC 7 N ●
THP 21 Y ● ●
THP 24 N ● ● ● ●
THP 26 N ● ●
THP 31 N ● ● ● ●
T-A
THC 6 N ● ●
THC 9 N ●
THC 10 Y ●
THP 22 Y ● ●
THP 23 N ● ● ● ●
THP 25 Y ●
THP 27 Y ● ●
THP 29 Y ●
THP 30 Y ● ●
N/T A/R 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
N A 11 7 1 5 4 4 3 1
T R 8 1 5 4 3 2 2 4
T A 4 2 1 1 2 3 2 1
RESPONSES 33 15 15 14 12 9 7 7
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The traditional responses were of importance to this process as the natural adopters were 
already 100% bought into the process and actively demonstrating leadership roles in the industry. 
The adopters were not important to capture within each faction. What was important was the 
phenomenon that this research included traditional industry experts acting as leaders and role 
models for the traditional viewpoint but showed signs of possible adopting the natural belief by 
adopting some form of the new belief system. An example of this is taken from a T-A member 
who is traditional but is now adopting the new belief system. 
“We have to try to see if he’s going to get better. So, I think you should not use the shoe 
unless it’s absolutely necessary.” 
“The natural horsemanship people are more readily, I mean clean their stalls better. They 
think about the bit is pretty dirty, why don’t we just clean it? Why am I sticking this cold 
bit in this horse’s mouth? Some things like that have gotten better with the natural 
horsemanship I think.” 
“You got all the natural horsemanship now and all that. I’m into some of that but not all 
of it.” 
“Well, the natural I think is more tuning into the psyche of the horse.” 
“If you have a horse that comes in with issues, I do more natural horsemanship, and then 
I develop it into traditional, but I still use hints of natural.” 
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Table 20. T-R, T-A for NHC 
Table 21. T-R, T-A for NHP 
NHC ID Acceptance Validation Compromise Strategy Pro-Active Open Minded ProtectionSelf Preserv. Enlightenmt
T-R # 1st Gen 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
THC 5 Y ● ●
THP 21 Y ● ●
THP 24 N ●
T-A #
THC 6 N ● ●
THC 9 N ● ● ● ●
THC 10 Y ● ● ● ●
THP 22 Y ● ●
THP 23 N ●
THP 25 Y ● ● ●
THP 29 Y ● ●
THP 30 Y ● ●
N/T A/R 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
N A 8 7 3 5 4 3 5 3 4
T R 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 1 0
T A 4 2 2 4 4 2 1 1 0
RESPONSES 18 11 11 10 10 9 7 7 7
NHP ID Psychology Protection Mindfulness Trust Market Share Welfare Patience Competition Role Model Family Social Norms
T-R # 1st Gen 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
THC 2 Y ● ●
THC 4 N ● ●
THC 5 Y ● ● ●
THP 21 Y ●
THP 24 N ● ● ●
THP 26 N ● ●
THP 31 N ● ●
T-A #
THC 6 ● ● ● ●
THC 9 ● ● ●
THC 10 ● ● ●
THP 23 ● ● ●
THP 25 ● ● ●
THP 27 ● ● ● ● ●
THP 29 ● ●
THP 30 ●
N/T A/R 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
N A 7 4 7 8 7 8 6 5 7 3 7
T R 0 4 0 3 3 2 1 1 1 1 0
T A 3 3 3 2 1 2 2 3 4 1 0
RESPONSES 32 19 18 17 16 16 15 14 12 7 7
●
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Phase Three: Faction Findings 
Table 22. T-R, T-A THC Differences in Category Responses 
Traditional Hoof Care THC 1 THC 2 THC 3 THC 4 THC 5 THC 7 THC 8 THC 6 THC 9 THC 10
THC Coding Results R R R R R R R A A A
1 2 3 4 5 7 8 6 9 10
Profession Farrier Farrier Farrier Farrier Farrier Farrier Amish Farrier Vet Farrier
Year in Business 30 44 22 31 55 20 20 13 40 40
Family ties, Respect ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
Love Horses ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
Grew up on Large Ranch ● ● ● ● ● ●
First Generation ● ● ● ● ●
Riding young age ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
Traditional  Cowboy ● ● ● ●
Pride of Industry, Loves Job ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
Mentions working Hard, Work Ethic ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
Hall of Famer ● ● ●
Degrees, Bus. Background ● ● ● ●
Research Driven ● ● ● ●
Mentions Religion/God ●
Mention Resisting Nat. ● ● ● ● ●
Agrees with Licensing ● ● ● ●
Leadership Mentor Role Model ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
Teaches others ● ● ● ● ●
Education Important, lacking ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
High Respect Old Timers ● ● ● ● ● ●
Ego Driven, Boastful ● ●
Rewarding helping horses ● ● ● ● ●
Considers Industry Family ● ● ●
Horse First, Client ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
Frustrated with Ind. Close minded ● ● ● ● ● ●
Frustrated: Owners/millenials/People ● ● ● ●
Prof. Relationships a problem ● ● ●
Ind. Change, Horses are Companions ● ● ●
Military Background ● ●
Traits
Entrepreneur ● ● ●
Highly Confident ● ●
Humble ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
Innovator ● ●
Jaded ●
Open minded ● ●
Passionate ● ● ● ● ●
People Person ● ● ●
Quality of Life ● ●
Quiet , soft spoken ● ●
Responsible, trustworthy ● ● ●
Rough around the edges ● ●
Self Starter ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
Vulnerable ● ●
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Table 23. T-R, T-A THP Differences in Category Responses 
Tables 21 and 22 show the differences from those who are Traditional, but a resister (T-
R) and those who are Traditional, but an adopter in some aspect (T-A). The highlighted areas 
display the comparisons to each faction THC and THP. Figure 8 is a comparison grid to display 
the findings at-a-glance. More on the meanings of these findings in the discussion section.  
Traditonal Horsemanship THP 21 THP 24 THP 26 THP 28 THP 31 THP 22 THP 23 THP 25 THP 27 THP 29 THP 30
R R R R R A A A A A A
21 24 26 28 31 22 23 25 27 29 30
Profession Prof Combined Driver TB Racing Trainer CEO TB Racing Vet, Phd Micro B herapeutic Riding Ct Concierge Vet TB Racing TrainerGrand Prix Dressag College  Stud. Vet, Osteopath Ceo, Pharm.
Year in Business 30 50 40 30 40 27 50 30 3 20 10
Family ties, Respect ● ● ● ● ●
Love Horses ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
Grew up on Large Ranch ● ● ● ●
First Generation ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
Riding young age ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
Pride of Industry, Loves Job ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
Mentions working Hard, Work Ethic ● ● ● ●
Degrees, Bus. Background ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
Research Driven ● ● ●
Leadership Mentor Role Model ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
Teaches others ● ● ● ● ● ●
Education Important, lacking ● ● ● ● ● ●
High Respect Old Timers ● ● ●
Ego Driven, Boastful ● ● ●
Rewarding helping horses ● ● ● ● ● ●
Considers Industry Family ● ● ●
Horse First, Client ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
Frustrated with Ind. Close minded ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
Frustrated: Owners/millenials/People ● ● ●
Prof. Relationships a problem ● ●
Ind. Change, Horses are Companions ●
Traits
Confident, Strong Willed ● ● ●
Fixer ● ●
Humble ● ● ● ● ●
Innovator ● ●
Jaded ●
Likes a Challenge ● ● ●
Non-Western ● ● ●
Open Minded ● ● ●
Passionate ● ● ● ● ●
People Person ●
Risk Taker ● ● ● ●
Simple things ● ●
Status Quo ● ● ●
Team Oriented, Trust ● ● ● ● ●
Welfare ● ● ● ● ● ●
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Phase Four: Faction Findings 
Figure 8. T-R, T-A, THC, THP Comparison Grid 
Discussion 
Within the context of this research, the concern is focused on the concepts or traits that 
are exhibited with those who resist versus those who adopt. By using the traditional faction only 
in the axial stage, the results are more likely to display the existence of a possible tipping point 
as stated in Lewin’s (1997) theory, Force Field Analysis. In this theory, it is discussed how 
people display characteristics or traits, and once weighted, could possibly show areas of adoption 
or tipping.  
The THC T-R area of the grid in Figure 8 is important as it demonstrates that Traditional 
members of the THC who adamantly resist the new belief system [natural] are traditional 
cowboys. They referenced being on the rodeo circuit and or practice western cowboy-themed 
disciplines. These members displayed pride through their “hall of fame” status as a farrier. They 
considered farriers as family. They actively speak about resisting nature and are aware that there 
is a problem between professional relationships, be it Vet/Farrier, Farrier/Client, or 
THC T-R THP - R
Traditonal Cowboy People Person
Hall of Famer Simple Things
Nature/God
Resisting Natural
Professional Relationships Prob.
Innovator
People Person
Resonsible/trustworthy
THC T-A THP T-A
Jaded Professional Relationships Prob.
Open-minded Ind. changed, companion animals
Vulnerable Fixer
Jaded
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Farrier/Farrier. They mention areas within the industry that are innovative such as new shoe 
techniques or products. They talked about people important, being kind to clients, and educating 
each other. Finally, they discuss the area about being responsible, hardworking, and trustworthy. 
These are just a few excerpts from the transcripts to support the findings. 
“Any parent always wants their child to have something better than they do, so it’s about 
bettering our family. It’s about bettering our industry. You want it to evolve. It can only 
get better. If we are only teaching people to be at the level you’re at then there’s no 
growth in the industry. This should be an ever-evolving situation.” 
“In my mind, there’s five things you’ve got to have to be a good farrier. You must be 
great on the horse, the horsemanship. You’ve got to be great with your trimming skills, so 
all your hoof prep. You’ve got to be great in the forge. But the other two are you got to be 
a great businessman, businessperson, and you have to have good people skills.” 
“I think it’s important to really trust the farrier because I know a bad trim job, or a bad 
shoeing can cause a lot of problems. I mean the farrier I had, I had known him before I 
ever owned a horse, and I trusted him, so I would go to him with all my hoof questions 
since he approached it the same way, I did, with the same concepts.” 
“Man, ‘them old cowboys’ when I was growing up, they used to tell me, they’d say, don’t 
be doing that. I rode broncs, rode bulls, all this kind of stuff. Don’t be doing that. You 
know them colts getting in a wreck. Don’t be stupid. [I’d say] he’s just a stupid old 
cowboy, what does he know. Now I know what he knew.” 
“Less is better I think, because you know, God made them a certain way, and you start 
messing with that and then you’re asking for it.” 
A common theme among the grouping T-R THC was that they are proud, responsible, 
traditional cowboys who value the way things have been done for years. They are open-minded 
about innovation within their industry, but actively resist anything to do with natural. Many are 
members of the elite group of farriers to be considered in the Hall of Fame through the American 
Farrier’s Association. They are role models and believe that nature and God have created the foot 
to be perfect. Man’s dedication to higher disciplines requires further application of the 
horseshoe. The welfare of the horse is extremely important, and by shoeing the horse, they 
believe they are protecting them from harm or pain.  
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In correspondence to the grid, the next area of resisters was in the T-R, THP section. 
These members are traditional horsemanship members that also adamantly resist any new belief 
system [natural]. They discussed that people are important to the business. Many discussed being 
in the service industry such as therapeutic riding centers where volunteers are important and 
valued, and clients with disabilities are a top priority. Many discuss the busy nature of the 
business, having to tend to horses 24/7 and are looking forward to retiring and getting back to a 
simple life. They valued the simple things as important. 
“I don’t care if the horses we keep racing ever even run as a two-year-old. It’s not 
important to be a runner, and it’s not important to shove one and make it make the 
Kentucky Derby on the first Saturday in May. I don’t care.” 
“I like the old stuff, going back and eliminating the vet care if you can by using the old-
time remedies, which have been around forever. They are, a lot of the herbs and stuff like 
that.” 
“A lot of people will come and want to get into the horses. They’ve always wanted to do 
that and never had the opportunity. And we get some very good volunteers that way, and 
they get very horse knowledgeable.” 
“I think it has to do a lot with courage because again, I did what I did. I went through 
financial struggle which most people aren’t willing to do.” 
The T-A THC area of the grid in Figure 8 is important as it demonstrates the that 
Traditional members of the THC who are adopters at some level of the new belief system 
[natural] showed traits such as being jaded, open-minded and vulnerable. From the research, it 
was recorded that many traditional members of the THC who adopted believe that natural has a 
place in their business. However, they exhibited areas of vulnerability in their responses and a 
possible jaded expression towards the traditional members. The areas of vulnerability may allow 
for more adoption to happen. Being frustrated and jaded may be precursors to adopting as well. 
“So, they just look at it from a physical aspect, as if the horse were a piece of 
machinery.” 
“When I see a good idea, I latch onto it and I use it, because there’s value in everything.” 
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“The funny thing is, a lot of farriers have a big ego, simply because it’s the way of the 
business.” 
“No matter how good you do, unless you follow them, then you’re going to fail because 
the first track farrier is going to all this BS to them and they just go downhill from there.” 
In correspondence to the grid, the next areas of adopters were in the T-A THP section. 
These members are traditional horsemanship members that demonstrate adoption on some level 
of the new belief system [natural]. They actively are aware that there is a problem between 
professional relationships, be it Vet/Farrier, Farrier/Client, or Farrier/Farrier. They want these 
relationships to be better for the sake of the industry. They also see a change in the industry that 
horses are now companion animals, which is the start of the shift in the industry. An interesting 
attribute that came to light is that there was a characteristic of “fixing” horses, or people. Another 
interesting attribute was also being jaded towards the industry with people or horses.  
“If you think about the traditional world, it is very much ruled by trainers. And people 
who had a lot of knowledge that would train your horses and then teach you and usually 
wouldn’t share their secrets with you, right. So, there was always this job security and 
authority, because I know, and you don’t know.” 
“Everything we do in this business is about money.” 
“We heard a very well-known clinician at a recent horse event saying that you can never 
miss a day of training. And we just looked at each other and went, wow, that’s sad.” 
“Horsemanship is horsemanship. I don’t care what you call it.” 
“Like great heroes and watching them run and develop these superstars. Our industry, it’s 
a good thing and a bad thing at the same time. There’s no doubt that affects things.” 
The comparison toward the T-R THC and THP groups are in people. The commonality of 
both groups included the awareness of people as their client, the importance of respect from their 
clients, and the responsibility to be trustworthy participants within the industry. People who 
value other people’s involvement in their industry also value communication. A people person is 
also someone who is outspoken and do not hesitate to speak their mind or speak up for their 
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beliefs. Many responders spoke up for the resisting of natural and thought the traditional 
horseman or cowboy is a dying breed.  
The comparison toward the T-A THC and THP groups are in jaded responses. Jaded 
responses are apathetic, bored, or being tired of something. Most responses were discussing 
wanting a higher standard for their students, clients, or colleagues, but were frustrated with the 
lack of interest in either making positive changes or were tired of seeing the same responses over 
and over with no effort to change. The adopters no doubt became aware of the apathy towards a 
certain aspect of the business and that translated to having the motivation to accept change where 
none had been there in the past.  
Conclusions  
The equine industry has meant so many things to so many people, depending on their 
discipline. However, the core beliefs of this industry have been left unscathed by change for 
hundreds of years. The long-standing belief systems embedded within the industry have left the 
industry as an “us” against the “horse” industry. This impactful belief has created beliefs that 
belong in the “closed group” of people. Nothing was in question, no one was doing things that 
were not accepted. The industry is currently in a state of friction where the “us” versus “them” 
mentality replaced the “us” versus the “horse” viewpoint. Both sides begin to justify why their 
way of being in the industry is better, and why. There are many reasons as to why people 
adopted this viewpoint. This research supports the study of why someone either resists or adopts 
the new belief system [natural] over the status quo [traditional]. Qualitative data was examined 
and synthesized to determine what characteristics or traits are present in those who adopted and 
those who resisted. The research viewpoint is to examine the traditional participants who 
adamantly resist. This research revealed that traditional participants who resisted in the factions 
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of hoof care and horsemanship both referenced people and the value of the client. These 
participants are outspoken and in most cases role models and leaders to the industry. They value 
their job and take pride in their interactions. The other viewpoint examined was the traditional 
participants who adopted showed areas of being jaded and apathetic. The participants have a 
high level of standard for themselves and others around them including the horse. Frustration and 
or being tired of the industry seemed to be the stepping point for change and adoption to occur. 
The traditional participants were required to adapt before the adopted the new belief system.  
Future research in adoption may be important. The same steps can be taken to analyze 
and synthesize the data with T-A and R-A to further understand why they did adopt. These 
experts in the industry exhibit leadership roles that further the education of natural. The industry 
would further benefit by taking this study one step further in the future and examine the adopters 
more closely. 
Future research will also include a grounded theory model in change management.  
Findings from this study will be used at an axial coded level where themes are formed, and new 
theory is generated. The future study’s purpose is to elevate the research findings to a macro 
level of understanding to further the education of why people adopt or resist change in a business 
setting. Characteristics and traits are a valuable tool in the analysis process and will be used to 
forward the understanding of how a business can successfully promote change within their 
corporate environment.  
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CHAPTER THREE:  
A GROUNDED THEORY STUDY: FROM BARN TO BOARDROOM 
 
Tagline 
Long-standing belief systems are at the core of one’s ability to adopt or resist change. 
The precursor to Adoption or Resistance plays an important business role. This grounded theory 
research attempts to uncover the core beliefs that may shed light into successful change 
management. 
Executive Summary 
Change management is at the forefront of many business leader’s minds and at the center 
of most boardrooms. Change is inevitable yet change for many is a very hard task. The Wall 
Street Journal reported in 2017 that the U.S. spent $63.2 billion on consulting costs, which is an 
8.1% increase from $58.7 billion in 2016 (Shumsky, 2018). Many companies pay for high-level 
consultants to aid around organizational change. Many business leaders do not have an expertise 
in that area and find it difficult to administer change within an organization. The flip side to that 
scenario is that once the change proposal is in place, many employees fail to comply. The 
purpose of this study is to uncover the underlying beliefs that could affect why people resist 
change. The last thing a company wishes to do is waste valuable funds on change and have very 
few abided.  It may be possible that the resistance is related to the long-standing belief systems 
that are already in place. A grounded theory study was conducted on the equine industry to 
uncover the reasons why some people are adopting or resisting in an industry that has not seen 
change in hundreds of years. The equine industry is a unique study model that has virtually stood 
the test of time, unchanged for centuries, and still strong. The industry saw a shift in core beliefs 
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roughly thirty years ago and this new belief system is converting adopters in ways that is creating 
a new lifestyle. By uncovering the elements of those who resist or adopt, this research will shed 
some light on the core human reaction to change. These core beliefs can be applied to any 
business model through a new grounded theory proposed in this research. 
Introduction 
They say the human being has an attention span of eight seconds, which is down four 
seconds from the year 2000. It is also said that the goldfish has the attention span of nine 
seconds. People’s attention spans are growing shorter and they’re asked to adapt to change much 
quicker. According to research, the human being is bombarded with mass amounts of 
information daily. How can managers use the right techniques to instill change upon their 
corporation with full buy-in from their employees? Most reasons why people resist change is fear 
of the unknown, mistrust, or being set in their ways. Most people won’t change unless they know 
what’s in it for them. The time it takes to persuade an employee to understand the benefits of a 
change may be too high for many corporations. Corporate change is sometimes necessary for a 
short time frame. Change is beneficial to avoid stagnation and with the internet surpassing all 
virtual expectations, change is inevitable.  
The research presented in this study is built around the proposed paradigm shift within an 
industry. As we know, paradigm shifts are slow and can take up to a decade to exhibit a full 
adoption. This research dives deeply into the equine industry that has been historically stagnant 
for centuries. While this stagnation is apparent, it is also prideful. Members of this industry are in 
an “if it isn’t broke, don’t fix it” mentality strengthened by the “it’s the way we’ve always done 
it, why stop now” reasoning. The fascination of such an industry is at the core of this grounded 
study research. The research focuses on the core long-standing belief systems that have guided 
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this industry through wars, industrial revolutions, and athletic prowess. Even as the horse itself 
has changed its purpose, the beliefs of the industry have been left unscathed and unchanged. It 
was not until a phenomenological change had taken place roughly thirty years ago when the 
industry was abruptly changed into divided factions of natural versus traditional in hoof care and 
horsemanship. The industry is shifting, yet some dig their boots in and resist with vehemence. 
The research will focus on this industry model, specifically on the resisters. A grounded theory 
model is presented to help to facilitate the understanding of why people may resist change.   
Research Procedure 
According to Charmaz (2014), grounded theory methods consist of systematic, yet, 
flexible guidelines for collecting and analyzing qualitative data to construct theories from the 
data themselves. Grounded theory begins with inductive data, invokes iterative strategies of 
going back and forth between data and analysis, uses comparative methods, and keeps you 
interacting and involved with your data and emerging analysis (Charmaz, 2014). Gathering data 
is the most important part of this qualitative and sometimes mixed methods research model. For 
this qualitative research, 41 industry experts were interviewed in a semi-structured format. The 
industry was broken into the two opposing viewpoints in question, and then represented the two 
major factions within the industry. This analysis ended up being a four-faction analysis process. 
The key to the research was to identify the problem or industry phenomenon, assemble the most 
diverse, industry efficient group of leaders, gather the data responses, and elevate the coding to a 
selective theory level to create a grounded theory as seen in Figure 9.  
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Figure 9. Grounded Theory Process of Data Collection 
 
 
Data Collection 
Data collection began with a pilot study on January 24, 2018. Once the qualitative 
questions were validated, the process of participant selection began. To be fair to the study, the 
industry must be represented in as many industry leaders as possible. To mimic the level of 
leadership and organization development, the participants must be in a professional leadership 
role within the industry, acting as a role model or expert in the field. Also considered were the 
second level management professionals that are participating in the industry as either an adopter 
or resister. This included members such as the veterinarians, scholars, and iconic equine figures, 
clinicians, Olympic professionals, professional competitors, as well as leaders of major industry 
corporations. The outcome should represent not only those resisting or instilling adopting but 
also those professionals [role models] who are in the field and experiencing the friction from the 
two opposing viewpoints. Interviews were conducted in January 2018 and were finalized on May 
13, 2018. All but 10 interviews were conducted in person as three are international participants, 
and seven were out of state at the time of this study. The average interview was 44.22 minutes 
long with the longest interview being 77.49 minutes. All interviews were transcribed and edited 
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for correct content. Most leaders were chosen for their prominence in the industry and their 
identification with either natural or traditional beliefs. Many participants were recommended by 
those leaders or heard about the study and wanted to participate. The overall response from the 
industry was positive and respondents were sincerely interested in the study results. The friction 
within the industry is ever-growing causing regulations, legislation and governance to be 
questioned. This unique opportunity lends itself nicely to the overall goal of understanding the 
long-standing belief system in the context of resisting or adopting change. 
The analysis process began with the transcripts 1–41. The coding process took on two 
forms: NVivo 12.0 and hand coding. The transcripts were open coded in NVivo software. NVivo 
proved to be a great sorting tool to capture the line-by-line analysis. Sixty-one (61) nodes 
(Codes) were created in NVivo with 14 child nodes. At the same time, each interview was coded 
in NVivo, it was also hand coded. The act of hand coding allowed for the memo writing portion 
to take place. In advance, it was necessary to recognize the tools of the grounded theory. Most 
grounded theory research is void of any hypothesis. Therefore, the selective coding or theorizing 
is done mostly from the memos written from the initial transcripts. This was taken advance of in 
the beginning to streamline the process. Figure 10 demonstrates the iterative design and the 
interactive relationships of the grounded theory process. 
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Figure 10. Data Synthesis of Grounded Theory 
The coding was put through a four-phase process. Phase one is the Faction Findings were 
nodes were coded from the NVivo sections and processed for patterns. Tables 24 and 25 outline 
the top percentile of repetitive codes within each faction. The sorted NVivo nodes were then 
hand coded to produce the secondary concepts and then categories. For the grounded theory 
method, the research demanded that the elevation of nodes, concepts, and categories went from 
the micro to macro level within the social science of belief systems. To successfully navigate the 
theory building process, the coding was thoroughly sorted and included all respondents in each 
node. They were not broken out to each faction, but each node included possible beliefs from all 
41 interviews.  
It was revealed that Welfare was the main response within the traditional faction. Their 
belief system lies within the strict guidelines of protecting the horse at all costs and that 
domestication has forced them into the status quo mentality of tradition. They make light of the 
dependency on their belief system through euphemisms. The traditional factions are very 
prideful of their beliefs and control their situation through traditional cultural viewpoints.  
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Table 24. Traditional Patternistic Coding Results to Second-Tier Coding 
 
 
 
 
The natural faction demonstrated areas of affirmation and adoption of the new belief 
system. They tended to proclaim their beliefs more readily and at the forefront of most 
conversations. They are proactive and are dedicated to the new belief system. Their main priority 
is the relationship being built through mindfulness and stress-free to both participants. They feel 
the shift is increasing in numbers and more concerned with well-being than a sense of family. 
Welfare is also important to this faction, although lower in rank than the traditional faction. 
  
THC
Categories Concepts
Welfare Protection
Closed Mindedness Governing Principle
Status Quo Time Tested
Limitations Domestication
Dependency Euphanistic
Conformity Existing Conditions
Personal Development Pride of Place
Economic Standards
Legislation Regulations
THP
Categories Concepts
Welfare Harsh Treatment
Economy Value
Protection Safety
Personal Dev. Pride of Place
Status Quo Time Tested
Power Dynamic Class Status
Control Submission
Communication Relationship
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Table 25. Natural Patternistic Coding Results to Second-Tier Coding 
 
 
 
Phase two is the Faction Segregation of Traditional members. These codes were labeled 
as either adopter or resister according to their NVivo transcript coding line-by-line, by hand to an 
elevated second phase coding. Table 26–29 demonstrate the segregation of the traditional phase 
of coding. The traditional belief systems were isolated in the process of focused coding when 
applied to the categories in Tables 24 and 25. Through this level of the process, their association 
with the belief system and its origin was recorded and first generation, yes or no. At this stage, it 
was not known whether this was a factor contributing to the resistance or adoption factor. Each 
section within the tables below is divided into T-R and T-A. This is going to important in the 
next phase. Also labeled are the factions 1–4. 
  
NHC
Categories Concepts
Acceptance Adopter
Validation Affirmation
Compromise Last Resort
Strategy Market Trends
Pro-Active Protocol
Open mindedness Alternatives
Protection Safety
Self Preservation Conflict
Enlightenment Education
NHP
Categories Concepts
Psychology Interaction
Protection Safety
Mindfulness Awareness
Trustfulness Priority
Market Share Success
Welfare Better Care
Patience Steps to Action
Competition Niche Division
Role Modelling Desired results
Sense of Family Partnership
Social Norms Question Tradition
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Table 26. T-R, T-A, THC Faction 1 
Table 27. T-R T-A, THP Faction 2 
THC ID Welfare Close Minded Status Quo Limitations Dependency Conformity Per. Dev. Economic Legistlation
T-R # 1st Gen 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
THC 1 N ● ●
THC 2 Y ●
THC 3 N ●
THC 4 N ● ● ● ●
THC 5 Y ● ● ● ● ● ●
THC 7 N ●
THC 8 N ● ● ● ●
THP 21 Y ●
THP 24 N ● ● ●
THP 26 N ● ●
THP 28 Y ● ●
THP 31 N ● ● ●
T-A
THC 3 N ● ●
THC 9 N ● ●
THC 10 Y ● ● ● ●
THP 22 Y ● ● ●
THP 23 N ● ● ● ● ●
THP 25 Y ●
THP 27 Y ●
THP 29 Y ● ●
THP ID Welfare Economy Protection Personal Dev. Status Quo Power Dyn. Control Communication
T-R # 1st Gen 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
THC 1 N ● ● ● ●
THC 2 Y ● ●
THC 3 N ● ●
THC 4 N ● ● ● ● ●
THC 5 Y ● ● ●
THC 7 N ●
THP 21 Y ● ●
THP 24 N ● ● ● ●
THP 26 N ● ●
THP 31 N ● ● ● ●
T-A
THC 6 N ● ●
THC 9 N ●
THC 10 Y ●
THP 22 Y ● ●
THP 23 N ● ● ● ●
THP 25 Y ●
THP 27 Y ● ●
THP 29 Y ●
THP 30 Y ● ●
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For this study, it was not necessary to delve into the details of the industry itself as this 
was covered in previous articles. What is important are the results of the resisters and adopters. 
Also important is the phenomenon discovered that isolated the traditional section into T-R and T-
A. Research uncovered a ‘hybrid’ identifier that was not anticipated. This is the reflection of 
traditional resisters who are leaders in the long-standing belief system as status quo yet have 
taken on some tendencies of adoption. The research revealed an ‘adapt before adopt’ clue that 
may be pertinent to the model development. 
Table 28. T-R, T-A, NHC Faction 3 
Table 29. T-R, T-A, NHP Faction 4 
NHC ID Acceptance Validation Compromise Strategy Pro-Active Open Minded ProtectionSelf Preserv. Enlightenmt
T-R # 1st Gen 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
THC 5 Y ● ●
THP 21 Y ● ●
THP 24 N ●
T-A #
THC 6 N ● ●
THC 9 N ● ● ● ●
THC 10 Y ● ● ● ●
THP 22 Y ● ●
THP 23 N ●
THP 25 Y ● ● ●
THP 29 Y ● ●
THP 30 Y ● ●
NHP ID Psychology Protection Mindfulness Trust Market Share Welfare Patience Competition Role Model Family Social Norms
T-R # 1st Gen 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
THC 2 Y ● ●
THC 4 N ● ●
THC 5 Y ● ● ●
THP 21 Y ●
THP 24 N ● ● ●
THP 26 N ● ●
THP 31 N ● ●
T-A #
THC 6 ● ● ● ●
THC 9 ● ● ●
THC 10 ● ● ●
THP 23 ● ● ●
THP 25 ● ● ●
THP 27 ● ● ● ● ●
THP 29 ● ●
THP 30 ●
●
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Phase three is the Faction Variances. This is the complicated portion of the coding and 
the procedure was a bit different than what was found in most coding projects. The participants 
were classified as either T-R (traditional, resister) or T-A (traditional, adopter at some level). The 
memos discussed in the beginning of the data collection process were compiled by hand coding 
original transcripts. Phase three took the participant segregation and compared it to the Memo 
secondary coding for categories. Table 30 demonstrates the results that were received for 
selective coding through memos. According to Creswell (2013), the memo writing process 
becomes part of the development of the theory as the researcher writes down ideas as data are 
collected and analyzed. In these memos, ideas attempt to formulate the process that is being seen 
by the researcher and to sketch out the flow of the process. The memo coding was cross-
referenced with the emergent categorical data to reveal attributes that enhanced the coding 
process by adding properties and dimensions. There was a total of 43 axial categories in the THC 
Group and 38 axial categories in the THP group. This is the stage in the process called Axial 
coding. Areas highlighted demonstrate the beliefs that belong to those traditional participants T-
R and not T-A. The table is divided into two sections, Resister (R) and Adopter (A). Table 30 is 
the results that matter to the study and the ones that are present in one group but not the other. 
Table 30. Axial Coding 
 
 
 
THC 1 THC 2 THC 3 THC 4 THC 5 THC 7 THC 8 THC 6 THC 9 THC 10
R R R R R R R A A A
1 2 3 4 5 7 8 6 9 10
Strong Traditional beliefs ● ● ● ●
Honor Driven ● ● ●
Religious/God, Spiritual ●
Resisting, Defensive ● ● ● ● ●
Communication Important, Team ● ● ●
Innovation within belief system ● ●
Jaded, apathetic, frustrated ●
Open minded, Flexible ● ●
People Person, outgoing ● ● ●
Responsible, trustworthy ● ● ●
Vulnerable, at risk ● ●
THP 21 THP 24 THP 26 THP 28 THP 31 THP 22 THP 23 THP 25 THP 27 THP 29 THP 30
R R R R R A A A A A A
21 24 26 28 31 22 23 25 27 29 30
Communication Important, Team ● ●
Sense of Family, Family members ●
Fixer, Controlling, hero ● ●
Jaded, apatheric, frustrated ●
People Person, outgoing ●
Simple things, slow things down ● ●
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Phase four is the grid comparison phase that compiles this data in the axial version and 
creates a thematic vision for the proposed theory. The analysis was completed on an inclusive 
and selective method. The bias of the data was revealed in these four quadrants. It was important 
to compare T-R THC to T-R THP as well as T-A THC to T-A THP. These comparisons procured 
the results of possible traits that are believed to be reliant on the long-standing belief systems. 
Another comparison was made also with T-A THC to T-R THC as well as T-R THP to T-A 
THP. This research is looking at the causal relationships between those who only resist, and 
those who adopt at a minimal level. Table 31 demonstrates the relationship between the 
comparison grids and to fully articulate the four levels of analysis. What is interesting is the one 
factor that is common to each group T-R, referencing people as being important for resisters and 
T-A members owning traits as jaded and apathetic towards the industry in some aspect. The 
theory at this point is starting to evolve. There will be more on this topic in the next section on 
the Proposed Theory. Elevation of the coding process enables the research to draw on the 
qualitative data outcomes and produce areas of interest. This is a macro look at the industry 
model used in the research. From this research, it can be deduced that there is significance 
evidence to support the findings that people who resist change may have these characteristics or 
traits in their belief system: Strong Traditional Beliefs such as culture and history, honor-driven, 
strong religious ties, defensive by nature, communicate well, believe safe, minimal adaptation 
(innovation), and consider themselves to be trustworthy and responsible, are people-oriented and 
outgoing, and enjoy the simple things. According to this research, people with those traits and 
characteristics are more apt to resist change and may be a potential problem when instituting 
change in an organization. 
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Consequently, this research also points towards the significant evidence to support the 
findings that people who resist change may have these characteristics or traits in their belief 
system: Frustration in industry or a sense of apathy, open-mindedness or flexibility, 
vulnerability, communicate well, family ties, like to control and be the hero through helping. 
Table 31. Selective Thematic Coding – Theory-Driven 
 
 
 
It can also be stated that there is significant evidence to support the findings that for those 
who are traditional by nature, but when compared to the traditionalists who showed tendencies 
for adoption at any level, may have come to the realization that the industry is flawed and 
through frustration, may have allowed flexibility and an open-minded nature to evolve where one 
did not exist previously. Many participants allowed for extensive vulnerability to permeate the 
interview process. The theme of vulnerability is an opaque veil of security while adopting in a 
small way. There is also significant evidence that demonstrated that those who are resisters are 
people driven and outgoing, concerned with education and supporting traditional beliefs, also 
wanted to keep things simple, almost honoring the old days of history. Many discussed 
retirement and wanting to make the business smaller, not larger. For those in that group who 
T-R THC T-R THP
Strong Traditional beliefs People Person, outgoing
Honor Driven Simple things, slow things down
Religious/God, Spiritual
Resisting, Defensive
Communication Important, Team
Innovation within belief system
People Person, outgoing
Responsible, trustworthy
T-A THC T-A THP
Jaded, apathetic, frustrated Communication Important, Team
Open minded, Flexible Sense of Family, Family members
Vulnerable, at risk Fixer, Controlling, hero
Jaded, apatheric, frustrated
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adopted, there is significant evidence to support the finding that being a team player, 
communicating and having a sense of family is more important than just any random group of 
people. Adopters might be adopting to support a sense of belonging and wanting to be the hero in 
their group. Again, the adopters showed apathy and frustration which may be been the vehicle 
for even the slightest adoption within their traditional network.   
The Proposed Theory 
The grounded theory process has an end game. Through all the iterations of analysis and 
cross-analysis, a theory emerges. The research goal is to produce a theory to support the business 
realm of change management. To the original title, barn to boardroom, this research will attempt 
to procure a theory based on long-standing belief systems. Long-standing belief systems are hard 
to identify through origin but are clearly defined within a group. The industry studied here had 
long-standing beliefs that would prevent those from adopting any type of new beliefs. The theory 
being proposed will encompass the resisting beliefs as outlined within the entire qualitative 
process. Figure 11 is an overview of the new theory hybrid adaptation theory. This theory 
encapsulates the findings in this grounded theory research. As change is inevitable and hard to 
sustain, the hybrid change model allows for long-standing belief systems to influence the 
exposure to new beliefs. The nature of questioning the status quo is an important part of this 
process. The weighing of the adoption as a threat or risk may be a factor for resistance. The 
approval process of adoption comes with the precursor of adapting first, then adopting. There is 
significant evidence in this research data that the adapting is where adoption begins as can be 
seen in the hybrid model.  
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Figure 11. Hybrid Adaptation Theory 
 
 
Evidence in this theory also demonstrates a tendency for the traditional resisters who 
uphold the traditional belief systems to educate others and vice versa. The adoption side did not 
seem to articulate the need for education as much as resistance to traditional beliefs through 
leadership. Their education did not seem to go both ways but rather presented itself in a 
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leadership style of education through role modeling. Evidence also showed that industry pride in 
the form of honor-driven beliefs or sense of family demonstrated the overwhelming response. 
Industry pride has a lot to do with change management. Pride for the organization, pride for the 
management team, or basic pride for your industry, each facet is important to the change process 
and should be the deciding goal in the process of change when dealing with long-standing belief 
systems. By taking the long-standing beliefs into account early in the process, the rate of 
adoption is dependent on the adaption rate and can positively affect the outcome of acceptance 
[adoption].  
Applications of the Theory 
The Hybrid Adaptation Model can be utilized in most proposed organizational changes. It 
would stand to reason that when change is questioning beliefs that risk the safety of the 
individual in areas such as family and spirituality, the resist factor will be heightened. 
The following list is a set of checkpoints to the proposed hybrid adaptation theory and 
can be used for the application process. The object is to minimize the resisting factors and 
optimize the adopting factors. When proposing change, it is important to: 
 Include areas where honor or awards are part of the process 
 Navigate the change proposal through family group dynamics to strengthen the 
process 
 Communication is important, stay transparent and avoid problems  
 Recognize the outgoing personalities who require a hero position 
 Value the responsibility and trust, allow added leadership roles 
 Share the vision as the universal unit of belief with traditional values 
 Take advantage of the flexibility of participants by fostering creativity  
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 Avoid frustration and apathy by having accountability of the members 
 Begin with introduction of innovation within the framework when proposing change 
 Foster the hybrid factor where adaption is the phase before adoption 
Most organizations want to allow for change and innovation. However, it is up to the 
management style to provide the strongest message. In a recent journal article on change 
management, it was stated that firms not only need the right type of manager, but they also need 
the appropriate communication style. Further research described the support of the people-
oriented attribute and recognizing the need for results. However, in this study, results-oriented 
managers had a higher probability for change, where people-oriented managers had a slightly 
lower probability for change (within 10% range) (Bel, Smirnov, & Wait, 2018). The addendum 
to the checklist should also include: 
 Allocate change management to results-oriented management for a higher probability 
for change 
 Establish communication styles for results-driven management  
Discussion 
As discussed previously, change is a part of everyday life. The level of change or 
adoption is dependent on the level of the long-standing belief systems within that industry. There 
are many reasons why most people resist. On a macro level, the research proposed that fear may 
be a factor contributing to the stead-fast attachment to tradition. When resisters are looking at the 
options to adopt, the attachment level is honor (respect) driven. The qualitative data suggests that 
distinction and recognition is important. Subsequently, when resisters are more apt to adopt, the 
attachment level is vulnerability (frustration) driven. Looking closely at the data provided 
insights that were surrounding these primary indicators. When you think about it, isn’t lack of 
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honor a state of vulnerability or possible area of threat? When you feel vulnerable, isn’t that 
when you are most open to suggestions or most impressionable? It would be important for 
change management professionals to see the benefit of honor-driven adoption plans where 
frustration of the status quo is recognized, not minimized. The ability to change is dependent on 
the understanding and control of these factors. As without the control during a change phase in 
an organization, the frustration can backfire and cause more problems than solution.  
Conclusions 
Organizational change is a highly revered topic of discussion amongst management 
professionals. The ability to propose a change and ensure its full adoption with the current 
employee roster is close to impossible. Some will resist the change and either leave or be let go. 
Others will adopt the change only to revert or adopt portions in a short amount of time. Very few 
organizations can guarantee a full adoption process during change. Humans resist change 
innately and with the bombardment of technology and information, humans are far less apt to 
devote the resources to change as quickly as we would like as professionals. People are asked to 
change over and over through technology and innovation on a regular basis. One might think it 
would stand to offer security for change becoming more accepted. However, corporations are 
spending billions of dollars on consultants to assist in the change process. This research proposes 
to investigate an industry that is unique and has not changed in centuries during all this 
innovation. The grounded theory method was utilized through the equine industry and the study 
of its long-standing belief systems. The beliefs are historically entrenched in tradition, wrapped 
in historical content, and until recently (in the last twenty years), nothing had changed. Within 
the past two decades, a new belief system was introduced proposing a shift in the traditional 
belief system, sending friction amongst the factions. Resistance became more pronounced, and 
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adoption on the uphill swing. Qualitative research provided the framework for a new theory of 
utilizing these belief systems from the beginning and understanding more completely how the 
belief systems play a role in the choice of adoption or resistance.   
This research will show significant evidence that attempts to answer the question: Why 
do some people resist change? What are the innate traits that are evident in one group, yet absent 
in the other? The two groups being studied are the traditional and natural members of the equine 
industry. Not many other industries can say that it has not changed over time, even in the face of 
industrial revolution, war, and domestication. This industry study through qualitative data 
collection provided a direct line to the beliefs that people have, yet do not know where they came 
from. Most beliefs within the industry are just there, its status quo, and no one prior to two 
decades ago questioned anything. Prior to two decades ago, everyone was part of the same 
family of horse people. We all got on the horse from the left, no questions asked. The grounded 
theory method provides the pathway to uncovering the beliefs that are embedded.  
This research also supports the objective that a phenomenon exists, the industry is being 
challenged and the industry is divided. The data also provides confirmation to the belief 
themselves and creates an identifier that can be used to synthesize the data in the second phase of 
coding. The data itself was coded both by hand and in NVivo. The NVivo software was integral 
in sorting the data. However, the grounded theory method which gains its validity through the 
memos and development of theory could be attained through NVivo. The data was also cross-
referenced and compared on a micro and macro level. The selective macro coding provided 
attributes and traits that are present with those who resisted the new belief system as well as 
provide a new “hybrid” link to resisters who were adopting on a small scale. It was believed that 
this ‘hybrid’ adoption could be the precursor for tipping of the belief in the future towards 
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adoption. Managers can benefit from looking more closely at long-standing belief systems. They 
play an integral role in why people are more likely to adopt or resist change. The goal of 
understanding these concepts is to possibly speed up the change process, gain adoption quicker, 
more permanently, and at a lesser cost to the firm.  
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APPENDIX A:  
REVIEWER APPENDIX FOR CHAPTER TWO 
The EFA Question 
The Empirical Findings Article was prompted by the following research questions: 
1. What are the elements of long-standing belief systems that exist in the equine 
industry? 
The purpose of this question is to define the long-standing belief systems within the 
industry. It is important to define the system to properly student the consequences. 
 
2. How do the elements of these belief systems appear to impact the resistance or 
acceptance of this industry? 
The purpose of this question is to analyze the qualitative data to expose the elemental 
challenges faced when proposing a change to a long-standing belief system. 
 
3. How do acceptance and resistance manifest themselves in observed patterns of 
behavior in the equine industry? 
The purpose of this question is to identify the observable (characteristics) that define 
a long-standing belief system to demonstrate the areas of study within the factions. 
 
4. Can examples of individuals or organizations changing from a long-standing belief to 
another belief system be observed or identified? 
The purpose of this question is to demonstrate themes that would explain the 
phenomenon of human beings resisting change of their long-standing belief systems 
through the rejection of a new thought process. 
 
Through the research process, there were also several broad research objectives that were 
evident. They are as follows: 
 
1. A set of common, universally held core elements can be identified for each long-
standing belief system in the equine industry. 
The purpose of this objective is to define the elements of the long-standing belief 
system. The objective is measurable by being able to test the participants being 
interviewed through quantifiable similar core elements by agreeing with said 
statements. Being able to define the core beliefs of the said belief system will 
demonstrate a universal element of agreement within the factions of the equine 
industry (hoof care and horsemanship). 
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2. Within the core elements of a long-standing belief system in the equine industry, a 
subset of those elements will prove particularly resistant to evidence or observations 
that appear to contradict them. 
The purpose of this objective is to identify the testable sides of the long-standing 
belief system. Understanding the resistance may provide a framework that underpins 
a theory that will impact decision making. The crisis mode of the opposing forces can 
be explained further by possibly utilizing the force field analysis model (Lewin, 1948). 
This objective raises the question to further understand the level of resistance through 
subject responses in qualitative data. 
 
3. A pattern of common resisting behaviors will be observed across all subjects who 
demonstrate resistance to evidence. 
The purpose of this objective is to identify the patterns of resistance of the long-
standing belief system within the equine industry to provide useful information on 
behavior that will impact strategic decision making. Do all subjects resist in the same 
way or do they resist in different ways? 
 
4. If certain circumstances are met within the long-standing belief system of the equine 
industry, an adoption of new beliefs is likely to occur. 
The purpose of this objective will support the idea that when most circumstances are 
met, change from the long-standing belief system historically supported will be 
rejected with an adoption of a new through process. Certain circumstances once 
identified as coded themes will provide a majority consensus swaying the long-
standing belief system to the opposing side. 
 
This research purpose is to uncover the circumstances that surround an adoption or resistance 
response to a long-standing belief such as the ones that are held in the equine industry. Being 
steeped in tradition and a culturally strong-hold of beliefs, the system provides a “status quo” 
model of efficiency that has not been challenged until recently. This challenge came in the form 
a new mindset of “natural horsemanship and hoof care.”  I am using the equine industry as a 
model for understanding the boundaries of resistance for this system in hopes that this may shed 
some light on understanding change management. 
 
Research Design 
The design of this research is stemmed from the curiosity of long-standing belief systems and 
what entices people to change. Most beliefs are not even conscious beliefs, but more of a 
standard of care. Beliefs are those things that make our reality make sense. It is how we explain 
things to ourselves and to others. Within the equine industry, the beliefs have been passed down 
over hundreds of years, with little to no conflict or need for defense of purpose. People did what 
their predecessors did, and so on. Mentors passed on knowledge from their mentors, and horses 
were ridden, cared for, and provided services as it was done over time. My interest is why? With 
the new introduction of the natural movements in the industry, why are some adopting and some 
resisting? This is an important aspect to the change management science in business. Change is 
hard, and sometimes short-lived. Strategic change fails, and for some companies, that cost is 
enormous, both culturally and financially.  
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This design began with a pilot study that took place in December 2017 with local equine leaders 
at a therapeutic riding clinic. The questions were tested, and results allowed for a final set of 
questions that were to be administered. Interview changes included further detail in the industry 
descriptions and how the questions were defined.  
 
The research was designed to represent both factions: Traditional and Natural, in both Hoof Care 
and Horsemanship Divisions of the industry (Figure A1).  This study was conducted in January 
2018 by attending the International Hoof Care Summit Conference where industry leaders in the 
farrier industry were interviewed. The next block of interviews was recorded in March 2018 in 
Ocala, FL, followed by a final face-to-face block of interviews in April 2018. The rest of the 
interviews were conducted on the phone. A total of 41 interviews were conducted, representing 
four countries (USA, Canada, United Kingdom/Ireland, and France), with the bulk of the 
interviews being done in the United States (37). All interviewees are leaders in the industry, 
either supporting a driving force for change or resistance as innovators. The other interviewees 
are working as professionals within the industry witnessing the shift in protocol and mindset. 
Friction is evident in the industry and this research was designed to capture this phenomenon and 
new mindset in an industry that has not changed since its beginning.  
 
 
Figure A1. Research Design: The Equine Industry Factions 
 
Data analysis was performed through both hand coding and NVivo coding. Relationships and 
themes were identified. Interviewees were designated as either an adopter or resister and equine-
related beliefs were placed into specific parent codes (nodes) through NVivo software. Hand 
coding aided in the writing of memos and quote extraction. Analysis is an in-depth study that 
requires both an organized sorting feature as well as a directive authority of the industry to apply 
data values.     
 
How Was the Interviewee Chosen? 
Interviewees were chosen for their leadership role in the industry. Leaders were specific to each 
faction, Natural and Traditional, Hoof Care and Horsemanship. Being in the industry for over 40 
years, I was able to identify the people who represented the “Natural Horsemanship or Hoof 
Care” change as innovators in the industry. I also positioned myself at events where industry 
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leaders who represent the “Traditional Horsemanship and Hoof Care (Farrier)” resistance in 
support of the long-standing belief systems that have been in place for decades. The strength of 
this research is the unbiased collection of data, where most participants did not know my 
affiliation with the industry. I described myself as a doctoral student at USF. The candid data 
was overwhelming. I was able to capture the traditional side of the industry from those who 
represent the farrier associations, hall of fame farriers, Olympic riders, and Grand Prix dressage 
competitors to name a few. From those industry leaders, I was referred to many other 
participants equally respected in the industry (Figure A2).  
 
 
Figure A2. Participant List 
 
It was important for this research to equally represent both sides of the industry. Natural and 
Traditional industry leaders and icons were collected with sections of ten: Natural Horsemanship 
(NHP), Natural Hoof Care (NHC), Traditional Horsemanship (THP), and Traditional Hoof Care 
(THC). The Traditional Horsemanship section has 11 participants. 
 
The value of each participant was decided by their position as an expert in the industry. By 
choosing expert opposing viewpoints, the data collected was more likely to expose links to the 
relationship of adoption or resistance within the industry. 
 
The Interview Questions 
The interview questions were designed to establish the existence of the beliefs that are 
entrenched into the equine culture. It was important to dive into their early experience and 
discover what they were taught, or just absorbed by being in the industry. It was also important 
to understand what they knew about the sudden change of the industry after so many years 
(natural horse movement).  
 
My goal was to discover where they stand with the industry change, are they participating in it, 
and what predicated the shift of beliefs if at all. Diving deeply into their lineage and establishing 
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a baseline of authenticity creates a unified system of organization. Participants were encouraged 
to expand on any experience in search of the richer data below the actual question. Using the 
semi-structured qualitative model allowed for participants to drive the conversation to reflect 
what they as experts see as important. I found all interviews rich and consistent with the faction 
they were assigned.  
 
The interview questions are divided into two sections, History and Industry.  
 
Qualitative Interview Questions: Long-standing Belief Systems: Natural VS Traditional 
History: 
1.) Please describe what you do professionally in the equine industry?  
2.) Are you a first-generation horseman? What is your family background with equines? 
3.) Tell me about your early equine experience, at what age did you begin? If you do not ride, when 
did you begin professionally working with horses? 
4.) If you own a horse or did in the past, please describe the horses you currently own?   
5.) What in your past prepared you for this equine professional path in life? 
6.) Are you involved in recreational riding or showing? If so, explain in more detail. 
7.) Describe a typical Equine Experience within your day as a professional. 
8.) What would you say when describing your profession to a potential newcomer? Apprentice? 
What are the strengths and weaknesses of working with horses in the equine industry? 
9.) What industry trends do you see favoring the start of an equine profession or horsemanship? 
10.) What do you know to be true about horses or the equine industry? 
 
Industry: 
1.) Within the equine industry, please describe what you know about the main competing approaches 
to hoof care: Natural and Traditional Hoof care? 
a. What are the strengths and weaknesses of Traditional hoof care? Of natural hoof care? 
How long have you been practicing either? 
b. What are some industry trends that are favoring either traditional or natural approach? 
Why?  
2.) Within the equine industry, please describe the main competing approaches to horsemanship? 
Traditional vs. natural. 
a. What are the strengths and weaknesses of traditional horsemanship? How about natural 
Horsemanship? How long have you been practicing either?  
b. What are some industry trends favoring either traditional or natural approaches? Why? 
3.) What challenges do you face in the equine industry as a professional? 
4.) Within the equine industry, where do you look for industry innovation? 
5.) Who is your professional mentor or who you gain equine professional insight from for your 
portion of the industry? 
6.) What goals have you set for your business? 2, 5, or 10-year plans? 
7.) What goals or strategic plans do you foresee for the equine industry in the future?  
 
The Interview Protocol 
The interviews were conducted in person and over the phone. Each participant was met with one 
time and their responses were recorded. They were required to sign an informed consent form 
prior to the interview. Transcripts were prepared verbatim. Question responses were included 
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that pertained to long-standing belief systems within the industry and contradicting beliefs that 
spurred on the change of mindset of others. There was no need for interviewees to edit responses. 
 
Subsequent Analysis 
The research process is two-fold. The first portion is a brief literature review that supported 
keywords such as status quo, belief systems, and change management. As stated earlier, the 
subject of industry change and strategic planning has been deeply performed. Industry leaders 
such as Drucker and Kuhn have paved a long road of change standards for the industry. Many 
great industry leaders have followed in their footsteps and proven to contribute valuable 
information. My goal is to uncover the likelihood that adoption and resistance of long-standing 
belief systems is measurable and predictable.  
 
The second portion is the qualitative analysis of interview data. The coding process is a three-
part process within itself. The first portion is open coding. This separates the data out into 
specific categories. The second part of the process continues to extrude the data into themes. 
These themes are a broader representation of the codes themselves. The third portion is called 
Axial coding, where patterns and themes are formed in order to synthesize the data and form 
significance. The significance then either supports or rejects the research questions that were 
presented at the beginning of this research.  
 
Memos are ancillary to the coding process. The memos collect the portions of the interviews that 
pose questions and inspire category formations. Memos are created to elevate the initial open 
coding to a higher level of synthesizing. Memos are important to direct the theme preparation. 
 
Outline for Coding/Steps for Organization 
I. Edit Transcribed Interviews for final version ready for coding 
a. Fill in any inaudible words 
II. Print a hard copy - Original 
a. Create folder 
III. Organize Separate Binders for each faction with dividers for each interviewee 
a. Hoof care Traditional 
b. Hoof Care Natural 
c. Horsemanship Traditional 
d. Horsemanship Natural 
IV. Create an Index spreadsheet ID# each Interviewee 
a. #1-41 
V. Create an ID for each section 
a. THC/NHC/THP/NHP 
VI. Record Logistics and demographics per Interviewee 
a. Date of Interview 
b. Interview Location 
c. Signed Release/introduction to the process Y/N 
d. Residency State 
e. Country 
f. Interview total minutes 
g. Notes 
VII. Create Binders For each Faction (4) for hand coding 
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a. THC/NHC/THP/NHP 
VIII. Code one Faction at a time in its entirety, NVivo 
a. Quotes, capturing repeat phrases 
b. Code to a Category 
c. Code to a Theme 
d. Recording Patterns 
e. Write memos 
IX. Hand code NVivo Axial 
X. Code on NVivo, Relationship, Tree, Word analysis  
XI. Synthesize Data by hand using Memos in conjunction with the NVivo nodes 
 
Research Performance 
The research for this paper was conducted over a nine-month period (Figure A3).   
 
Figure A3. Step by Step Timeline of How Research Was Conducted 
 
The only aspect that was waivered from the original design is the THP section which had 11 
participants, not 10. I made the decision to keep all interviews as the last 41st interview was 
important to the project. I interviewed a farrier that is traditional but has adopted natural clients 
after many years. I wanted to capture the data and dive into his experiences that shaped his 
adoption process. This moved a participant into the THP as they were a strong leader in the THP 
and THC areas. The result was 41 interviews in total, 1813.25 minutes of data.  
 
The Discussion and Conclusions 
The discussion and conclusion sections were formulated by using the overall grid map (Figure 8) 
where the relationship between: 
 
T-R THC and T-R THP 
T-R THC and T-A THC 
T-R THP and T-A THP 
T-A THC and T-A THP  
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In simple terms, the grid was used to compare like to like and like to opposite within the THC 
and THP groupings. Areas of interest included the characteristics and traits that were present in 
each group of resisters and adopters. But also important were the characteristics and traits that 
only were in each group of resisters and adopters. Each section had one single area that was 
over-riding in the premise of the interview and memo.  
 
I believe the process of coding was unique in that the identification of adopter or resister was 
made early on through the NVivo coding process or open coding. I began to identify a “hybrid” 
type of traditional member that was truly traditional but occupied gray areas of overlap into the 
natural or new belief system. It is there where I found the most interest. This gray area was the 
beginning signs of adoption and may or may not affect their total denomination in the industry, 
natural or Traditional. It was important to focus solely on the traditional side at this stage of the 
research as the adopters are already past the tipping point.  
 
Permissions 
The following release was presented to each interviewee (see Figure A4). The informed consent 
was explained prior to the interview process. When in a face to face situation, the participant 
signed the release at the time of the interview. Permission was granted, and each participant 
understood the purpose of the study. The understanding was clear that the purpose of this study 
was purely for academic purposes and to further the knowledge of the industry. 
 
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
The purpose of this study is to gain an understanding of the connection between the long-standing 
belief systems within the equine industry and resistance or adoption to change.  
 
If you are a professional in the equine industry or a long- time horseman, we would very much 
appreciate you taking a few minutes to take part in this face to face interview. 
 
STUDY PROCEDURES 
If you take part in this study, you will be asked to answer questions about your equine environment 
and your experiences with horses. The interview is anonymous and your name or identifying 
information will not be used specifically in the study. 
 
VOLUNTARY PARTICIPATION/WITHDRAWAL 
You should only take part in this study if you want to volunteer. You should not feel that there is any 
pressure to take part in the study. You are free to participate in this research or withdraw at any time.  
 
BENEFITS 
By participating in this study, you will be helping us gain scientific knowledge about the connection 
between long-standing belief systems and human response to adoption or resistance of change. 
 
RISKS OR DISCOMFORT 
This research is considered to be minimal risk. That means that the risks associated with this study are 
the same as what you face every day. There are no known additional risks to those who take part in 
this study. 
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COMPENSATION 
There is no compensation for participation in this study. 
 
CONFIDENTIALITY 
We must keep your study records as confidential as possible. It is possible, although unlikely, that 
unauthorized individuals could gain access to your responses. We will keep your responses online for 
a maximum of 5 years after the study has ended.  
 
However, certain people may need to see your study records. By law, anyone who looks at your 
records must keep them completely confidential. The only people who will be allowed to see these 
records are: 
• The research team, including the Principal Investigator, the Advising Professors, and all other 
research committee members. 
• Certain government and university people who need to know more about the study. For 
example, individuals who provide oversight on this study may need to look at your records. 
This is done to make sure that we are doing the study in the right way. They also need to 
make sure that we are protecting your rights and your safety.  
 
These include: 
• The University of South Florida Institutional Review Board (IRB) and the staff that work for the 
IRB. Other individuals who work for USF that provide other kinds of oversight may also need 
to look at your records. 
• The Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS). 
 
We may publish what we learn from this study. If we do, we will not let anyone know your name. We 
will not publish anything else that would let people know who you are. You can attain a copy of this 
consent form for your records.  
 
If you agree please proceed with the interview and sign to consent below. 
 
 
Figure A4. Permissions Release 
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APPENDIX B:  
REVIEWER APPENDIX FOR CHAPTER THREE 
 
Theory Development 
This research was inspired through an industry phenomenon that is taking place in the equine industry. 
Prior to 1985, the equine industry has been virtually unchanged for centuries. People held onto the same 
long-standing belief systems on equine protocol.  Members of the equine industry have been part of the 
same inside ‘group’ since the beginning of horsemanship. It was an “us” versus “the horse” in terms of 
hierarchy. Riders had goals and although cared about their horses, the goal was to “do” something, “get” 
somewhere, or “win” something. The traditions, cultures and long-standing belief systems lived through 
wars, revolutions, and heightened discipline standards. No one questioned the system. Then, in 1985, a 
totally new belief system that is proposing to shift the industry to change how we treat horses. This 
phenomenon is called Natural Horsemanship. The natural horsemanship belief systems changed the way 
horses are cared for treated and question the bedrock of the traditional belief systems and all that goes 
with them. Suddenly, it was more about spending time with your horse on the ground, getting rid of bits 
and saddles and rules. The horse was now a partner, who had feelings, opinions, and required leadership, 
but not through force, but with communication. The language was their language, not ours. We now 
refuse the horse/human relationship as prey/predator and think like a horse. People who adopted the new 
belief system have created a whole new way of life for them and their horse. They now question 
traditional horsemanship.  
Natural horsemanship spurred a shift in hoof care as well. The new natural hoof care movement is about 
being iron-free and shoeless. They reference natural hoof care models that mimic the wild horse, and its 
ability to be barefoot.  The formation of the two new belief systems within the industry has created 
friction between the natural and traditional camps. A once unified industry is now divided causing change 
to regulation, legislate, certification, and education. Conflict now exists as each side is condemning the 
other, while trying to strengthen their own.  This research was inspired by the phenomenon of the new 
change in culture, history, and beliefs within the equine industry. My study began with the question: How 
do long-standing belief systems affect the resistance or adoption of change? My area of study is ‘change 
management’ and the result was meant for business leaders who are proposing change. The research 
utilizes the equine industry as a model to study the unique scenario of time-tested long-standing belief 
systems, their leaders, and possibly uncover some understanding as to why resistance or adoption is 
occurring. My research objective is to identify elements that are resistant to change and predispose 
adoption. The list of questions and objectives are listed below; 
 What are the elements of long-standing belief systems that exist in the equine industry? 
 How do the elements of these belief systems appear to impact the resistance or acceptance of this 
industry? 
 How do acceptance and resistance manifest themselves in observed patterns of behavior in the 
equine industry? 
 Can examples of individuals or organizations changing from a long-standing belief to another 
belief system be observed or identified 
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o A set of common, universally held core elements can be identified for each long-standing 
belief system in the equine industry. 
o Within the core elements of a long-term belief system in the equine industry, a subset of 
those elements will prove particularly resistant to evidence or observations that appear to 
contradict them. 
o A pattern of common resisting behaviors will be observed across all subjects who 
demonstrate resistance to evidence. 
o If certain circumstances are met within the long-standing belief system of the equine 
industry, an adoption of new beliefs is likely to occur. 
 
Theories that provided the framework for this research are the Paradigm shift (Kuhn, 1962) and Force 
Field Analysis (Lewin, 1997). Kuhn’s theory of paradigm shift was the first inspiration for this research. 
The area of interest within his model is the model drift or crisis mode. This area is the moment in time 
where two opposing forces or opinions are at odds with one another. The friction created is experienced in 
the model drift, later causing the shift when one side of the two forces is stronger than the other. Also, an 
inspiration is Force Field Analysis that provides a protocol for measuring the tipping point of two 
opposing forces causing conflict. This viewpoint fueled my desire to research the equine industry as I had 
been experiencing this phenomenon first hand. The concept of this research can prove to be valuable to 
firms who are proposing change. My hypothesis was that if I could identify the precursor for resistance 
within long-standing belief systems, then the adoption time may be lessened, and the success of the 
project would be higher. My hypothesis hinged on the belief that by studying the phenomenon in this 
newly conflicted industry, it might identify elements that affect resistance.  
The Grounded Theory Protocol 
The protocol for this research was conducted by conducting 41 semi-structured interviews. The 
participants were chosen by position in the industry. The criteria included being an industry leader who is 
actively resisting change or adopting the new belief system. The members are iconic to the industry and 
have either driven the natural belief systems or supported the traditional belief systems. Also included in 
the participant selection are those professionals that are experiencing the conflict first hand in the field. 
These “middle managers” if you will, are from both sides of the conflict and are role models in their field 
or hoof care, horsemanship or medicine. Many interviewees are icons in the business and have been the 
actual originators of the natural shift in beliefs or are top-level professionals who are currently competing 
in the industry. 31 of the interviews are conducted in person, 10 were conducted via the phone. Four 
countries are represented in this study: USA, UK, EU and IRE. Although many of them are from the 
United States. The areas of study are hoof care and horsemanship, natural and traditional (NHC, NHP, 
THC, and THP). There were ten participants from each group, with THP having 11 to total 41. The four 
factions are the area to be studied to create a grounded theory model for change management. 
The Process for coding analysis is seen in Figure B1. The coding followed Charmaz’s (2014) grounded 
theory method. The method begins with a research question, followed by data collection, initial coding, 
focused coding [categories], theory building, and dissemination. Also considered was Saldaña’s (2016) 
and Creswell’s (2013) advice to create in-depth memos that would be an integral portion of the elevated 
coding process. The research study was coded by hand and with NVivo software. The NVivo software 
was used as a sorting tool to capture the line-by-line coding of the interview data. 61 nodes (initial codes) 
were created with 10 child nodes for further clarification. Memos were written at the time of hand coding 
to preserve the nature of the conversation and gain a full perspective of the participants. Themes and 
model ideas were also recorded as the data emerged. 
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The coding process was coded selectively [themes] to provide the overall underpinnings of the theory 
presented in this research. The purpose of the study was to provide enlightenment into the human cause of 
resistance or change in terms of long-standing belief systems. The themes were taken at a macro level of 
analysis to transport them into the business model from the equine industry. By referencing and cross-
referencing the data, several elements were identified as possible patterns of behavior of adoption and 
resistance. Research uncovered the existence of a ‘hybrid’ state of traditionalists. This hybrid state existed 
by traditionalists identifying with the traditional beliefs, possessing leadership roles in support of the 
traditional beliefs, but have adopted some level of the new belief systems that conflicts with the 
traditional belief system. These Traditional – Adopters and Traditional – Resisters became the focus of 
the research. The details of their behaviors were extremely important to study and synthesize as that may 
be the start of the adoption process. This research did not focus on the adoption side of the natural-
adopters as they are already on board with the new beliefs. In the interest of time, that would be an area of 
future research. From the NVivo data, each interviewee was declared adopter or resister by the 
identification of their beliefs and actions.  
 
Figure B1. Coding process: Open, Axial, Selective 
 
The final codes are displayed below. Table B1 displays the Traditional codes, concepts, and categories 
from the qualitative data.  
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Table B1. Traditional Coding Results- Patterns 
 
Table B2 displays the Natural codes, concepts and categories from the qualitative data.  
 
Table B2. Natural Coding Results – Patterns 
  
THC
Categories Concepts THC Code Patterns R 39
Welfare Protection Wear exceeds Growth = Shoe 21 54%
Closed Mindedness Governing Principle Trad - All Horses are Shod 17 44%
Status Quo Time Tested It's always worked, why change 13 33%
Limitations Domestication Performance = Shoes, Discipline 13 33%
Dependency Euphanistic No hoof, no horse 10 26%
Conformity Existing Conditions Hoof anatomy rules, shape, angles 9 23%
Personal Development Pride of Place Pride  in Industry, Good Farriers 8 21%
Economic Standards 6-12 week trim cycles 7 18%
Legislation Regulations TB Racing, Yearling rules, Track Protocol 7 18%
THP
Categories Concepts THP Code Patterns R 37
Welfare Harsh Treatment Trad - More Aggressive, Forceful 33 89%
Economy Value Horse, means to an end, $$, Vehicle, Property 15 41%
Protection Safety Start horses too early, yearlings under saddle, training 15 41%
Personal Dev. Pride of Place Trainers treat horses right, Good trainers, Groundwork 14 38%
Status Quo Time Tested It's always worked, why change 12 32%
Power Dynamic Class Status Horses need work, ( A job) 9 24%
Control Submission Trad - Horses are broke, Broken 7 19%
Communication Relationship Trad - Listen to horses, feel them, read them 7 19%
NHC
Categories Concepts NHC Code Patterns R 36
Acceptance Adopter Nat - Barefoot, Shoeless, Good for horses 18 50%
Validation Affirmation Nat - Nature - Born Wild, Shoeless, God made 11 31%
Compromise Last Resort Would be barefoot, unless nec. 11 31%
Strategy Market Trends Trend - Nat. Barefoot increasing 10 28%
Pro-Active Protocol Nat. - Better care, Care more for foot 10 28%
Open mindedness Alternatives "Some" horses can go barefoot, some not 9 25%
Protection Safety Boots, Alternative protection, innovation 7 19%
Self Preservation Conflict Aggression - Barefoot, natural, friction 7 19%
Enlightenment Education  "Adopters" - education nec. For horses 7 19%
NHP
Categories Concepts NHP Code Patterns R 40
Psychology Interaction Keep mind busy, Games, Psyche, Brainwork, Childlike 32 80%
Protection Safety Not a fan NHP, disasterous, dangerous, get hurt 19 48%
Mindfulness Awareness NHP -mindfulness, stress free, be a better leader 18 45%
Trustfulness Priority NHP - Less forceful, Horse first, gentle training 17 43%
Market Share Success Trend - Nat. Horsemanship increasing 16 40%
Welfare Better Care More concerned with well-being of horse 16 40%
Patience Steps to Action Takes longer, it's a process a journey 15 38%
Competition Niche Division Trend - Nat. Horsemanship decreasing 14 35%
Role Modelling Desired results Parelli, Natural horsemanship, good for horses 12 30%
Sense of Family Partnership Horses are now children, companion animals 7 18%
Social Norms Question Tradition Frustrated more people don't see NAT as non abusive 7 18%
R = Times Code was mentioned
% = R/# of people who responded
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From this stage, the data was compiled into Traditional Resisters. From those responses, who was an 
adopter and resister? The new identifiers then became T-R THC, T-A THC, T-R THP, and T-A THP. 
These responders were studies further in depth to identify the traditional responders per category. Once 
those were plotted and graphed, the memos were coded. The coded memos were selectively coded for 
themes to depict the overall viewpoint of the interviewee. The responses were compared to each other and 
to the opposing viewpoints T-R and T-A. The result was a grid model that revealed data that was present 
in the T-R THC and T-R THP, and absent in the T-A THP and T-A THP. These elements that were 
revealed were further analyzed to discover common themes among the same group T-Rs, and to the other 
T-As. It became a four-quadrant analysis. Figure B2 depicts the comparison: T-R THC and T-R THP, T-
R THC and T-A THC, T-R THP and T-A THP, and T-A THC and T-A THP. 
 
Figure B2. Quadrant Grid, T-R, T-A, THC, THP 
 
The selective T-R codes for the model are as follows: Strong Traditional beliefs (Historic), Honor 
Driven, Religious, Defensive, Communication important, and Innovation within belief system, People 
oriented, Trustworthy, and Simplistic. The selective T-A codes are Apathy, Open mindedness (flexible), 
Vulnerable, Communication important (team), Sense of Family, and being a Fixer (Controlling). The 
common element within the T-R THC and THP group is being People Oriented. The common element 
within the T-A THC and THP group is being apathetic. These two areas play a role in the model 
development as a stand out characteristic common to both factions Natural and Traditional Resisters.  
The Discussion and Conclusions 
The process of creating a grounded theory model and its use originated with the final selective themes 
that emerged. It became apparent that there was significant evidence that the resisters and adopters have 
common themes, and that within the traditional segregation, there were also focal points.  The model 
emerged through considering the impact of long-standing belief systems on the choice to adopt or resist. 
What became the Hybrid Adaption Model is a process flow of steps to facilitate successful change in an 
organization. Now that long-standing belief systems are being considered, the model can be used to hire 
the right talent, execute the management style effectively, and navigate the completion process. The idea 
of adapting before adopting grew from the T-R, T-A hybrid element which was unplanned. The model 
addresses the concerns of that leadership may possess when proposing a change.  
No firm proposes change in an organization unless they know the change will be supported. Many firms 
make the mistake of assuming everyone thinks as they do and see the vision of change as positive. Long-
standing belief systems are the missing piece to the organizational change dynamic. Understanding 
possibly why people resist is extremely important as they furnish insight into the areas to avoid, and 
elements to minimize. Understanding the possible reasons why people slightly adopt a belief is also 
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important as this is the start of the adoption process. Also important from this research is the area of 
apathy and being people oriented. Research findings revealed that apathy towards traditional beliefs can 
be used to spur a change but can also be considered negative for acceptable protocol. It is important to 
watch this element and capitalize on its relationship to those who are people oriented. The people-oriented 
members of a firm are your role models, leaders, and the first level of adoption that needs to take place. 
This research is a small contribution to organizational change management. Possible future research 
would be to examine the adoption side of the industry. This viewpoint is important as change is necessary 
to sustain in or to be successful. Many companies run the risk of a change taking place yet is short lived. 
Adopters would be valuable to further study to fully understand their motivation and elements of belief.  
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